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David Reed to
be remembered

Budget
cut by a
million
By Sarah Minnoch
The UNH budget will suffer
a loss of $ 1. 1 million due co a
stare ordered cutback in the
budget of the University System
of New Hampshire (USNH),
said Dean of Students J. Gregg
Sanborn at the student senate
meeting Sunday night.
There is a rotal of $1.6 million
cut out of the USNH budget for
fiscal year 1989, which ends May
31.
Studeµr Body President
Wendy Hammond said while
the administration cannot be
sure how these cuts will affect
students directly, it is clear the
entire university will have co
carry the brunt of the load.
Sanborn said University President Gordon Haaland will be
holding an open forum soon,
addressing the university's situation. The forum will be open
ro all students, faculty and staff
with special invitations going
out to student and academic
senarors.
According to Student Body
Vice President Mike Rose, the
state will probably cur budget
requests for the next couple of
years as well. There will be
"more people, fewer classes and
higher tuition as a result of this,"
he said.
USNH consists of UNH in
Durham and Manchester, Plymouth and Keene State Colleges. USNH's School for Life-

(603)862-1490

By Kathleen Haiey

Dean of Students J. Gregg Sanborn spoke to the Student Senate
on Sunday. (file photo)
long Learning, and other said Haaland did not have a
departments and organizations chance to read the proposal as
within these institutions.
of yet.
In other news, Student Body
Vice Chancellor Gene Savage
presented the 1990-91 budget President Wendy Hammond
with a plan co increase tuition said she is working ori making
by $120 for in-state students and a bus available to bring people
$550 for out-of-state students. co the NH State House in
Currently, university revenue Concord on Wednesday, Febis 54 percent tuition and 35 ruary 8, to show support for the
bill which will make Martin
percent stare funds.
Sanborn said the announce- Luther King, Jr.'s birthday a
ment means hiring freezes and state holiday.
If passed, the bill would
budget cuts in every department.
Since half the school year is substitute the fourth Monday
finished, the 3 percen·t reduction of April, known as Fast Day on
from the USNH' s annual budget the New Hampshire calendar,
translates into a 6 percent for Martin Luther King Day,
the third Monday of January,
cutback for this semester.
Sanborn also acknowledged Hammond said.
Also, Sen·ators Kelly Jenkins
receiving the bill presented by
three students for a new MUB and George Athanas discussed
the month-long Winter CelePub Club.
The club, only open for those bration, set for all of February,
over 21 years of age, would which will replace the previous
reinitiate the sale of alcohol to week-long Winter Carnival.
students in the MUB. Sanborn

INSIDE

"Despite the awfulness and
inevitability of his disease, he
felt he was doing something
positive," Hart said. Reed spent
much of his time on the phone
counseling other.AIDS patients.
He was also actively involved
in the Louise Hay Foundation,
which provides a support network for AIDS victims.
Reed's own network of
friends spanned the country.
"He had a real gifdor enjoying
people and finding time for all
of us," Hart said. Even in the
last months of his life he found
the energy to keep up with
letters to friends and other
AIDS patients he had counseled,
Hart said.
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DAVID REED

Assault info released
By Karen Hamilton
Yesterday a university press
release was issued regarding the
number of sexual assaults which
occurred since the beginning
of the academic year. From
September through to December, 15 assaults were reported to the Sexual Harassment and
Rape Prevention Program
(SHARPP).
SHARPP released the information in response to requests
from the university community
for information about incidents
of inappropriate sexual behavior at UNH.
According to the press release
12 of the 15 assaults happened
on campus. Eleven of the victims were women and four were
men. All of the victims were
UNH students and all of the
. perpetrators were male. In
addition to the 15 cases, three
other incidents were reported
prior to the fall semester.
Assaults may range from
unwanted sexual contact to gang
rape, in which there were two

Women's Basketball team
triumphs over NU.
See the S orts Pa el

David Reed came to his alma
mater of UNH last spring
determined that the visit would
not be his last.
Reed appeared on the campus
as a guest speaker during AIDS
awareness week. Despite the
lesions that covered his skin,
and the fatigue that slowed him
down, he believed he would beat
the disease.
Reed died on December 12,
1988 after a 2 1/2 year struggle
to beat the odds. His determination was something he maintained until his death, according
to former classmate and friend
Patti Hart. "He did not go gentle
into that good night," she said.
He did, however, come to
terms with the disease. Through
his frank discussion of his own
personal experiences and fears,
Reed also helped many UNH
students to gain a similar understanding of AIDS.
After' graduating from UNH
in 1976 with a degree in English,
Reed became a successful journalist. His work was published
in Travel Magazine,Christopher
Street Magazine, and the New
York Times.
"Some of his best writing was
angry writing,'' said Andrew
Merton, an English professor
and longtime friend of Reed.
"He had kind of a chip on his
shoulder. He was angry about
a lot of things," he said of the
Reed he first met in the early
1970s. When Reed appeared at
UNH last year that chip seemed
to have disappeared, and dignity
and determination had taken
its place.

or more perpetrators. Each
individual incident is counted
as one case.
Eve Goodmon, SHARPP coordinator, assured in the release
that information beyond the
number and nature of the incidents is not released in order
to protect the anonymity of the
victims involved.
Of the total 15 cases, nine
victims chose not to proceed
with criminal or student conduct
charges. All but one of these
cases were acquaintance rape
cases. The other was a male
stranger rap~.
Goodmon explained in the
press release that a victim has
three choices for resolving their
cases: criminal prosecution, a
student conduct hearing and/ or
informal resolution by the university administration.
According to the release,
seven previously reported assaults led to criminal prosecution. Three of the assaults were
acquaintance rapes; four were
stranger rapes. One case went

to the grand jury, where no
indictment was handed down.
Five of the incidents have trial
dates set for this month and in
February. Goodmon is quoted
as saying that two of the cases
were reported to SHARPP and
area police departments. In one
case the charges were dropped
and the other is under investigation.
Four of the 15 cases were
adjudicated through the university's judicial system. Two cases
were heard by UNH' s Student
Conduct Board, resulting in one
jeopardy of suspension, and one
suspension and jeopardy of
dismissal, according to the
release.
UNH students, faculty and
staff have also reported to
University Police 47 obscene
phone calls and seven indecent
exposures.
· Victims of rape or sexual
assault seeking counsel can
contact SHARPP by calling the
campus emergency dispatch at
868~1212 or 862-1212.

NOTICE: The insert contained within this issue was printed
by the Campus Journal at the request of
University President Gordon Haaland.
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
US to drop charges
against 2 Teamsters
Two Teamst~rs leaders who resigned last weekend
will be dropped as defendants in a racketeering
case in which the government wants to remove
union management because, it alleges, the leaders
have dealt with organized crime, authorities said
yesterday. Robert Holmes of Detroit and John H.
Cleveland of Washington, two of the 16 vice
presidents of the 1.6 million-member union, resigned
Saturday as part of agreements with the Justice
Department, said Deborah Corley, a spokeswoman
for the US attorney's office in New York. Corley
said the oral agreement between the two former
Teamsters officials and prosecutors would be put
in writing and submitted for court approval later
this week. If a judge approves the deal, all charges
against Holmes and Cleveland will be dropped,
she said.

More drug executions
in Iran
Iran hanged 22 drug smugglers in the past three
days, raising to 130 the number of people executed
in an anti-narcotics crackdown this month, Tehran
Radio reported Sunday. ,
Smugglers are hanged in public in the early hours.
Their bodies are left hanging to emphasize to
morning rush-hour crowds the government's
determination to stamp out drug addiction.
Tehran Radio, monitored in Nicosia, said seven
smugglers were hanged in northeastern Khorasan
province, six in the capital, Tehran, and the rest
in cities throughout the country.
Those hanged in Khorasan were Afghan citizens
found with 163 pounds of opium and 8.8 pounds
of heroin, the radio said.

All eyes on Quayle

Wolves maul 13

· Vice President Dan Quayle, emoarki.ug on the
Bush administration's first diplomatic mission,
will be under a microscope this week as the world
watches for policy signals from the new.White House
and evaluates how Quayle handles his first major
assignment.
.
The new Vice President's trip to Venezuela and
El Salvador will be his first chance to perform on
the international stage s_ince his elevation from
junior senator from Indiana.
Twenty-two heads of states are expected to be
with Quayle in Caracas on Thursday for the
inauguration of Carlos Andres Perez as president.
The lineup is expected to include presidents of
the five Central American countries and of the
principle Latin debtor nations. Together, they could
present a uniform front on the question of how
the poor nations will handle their huge international
debts.
Quayle is expected co conduct bilateral meetings
with about 10 of the presidents, including at least
one or two from Central America and up to five
from South America, said an administ ration official
close to the planning of Quayle's trip.

Hungry wolves driven by Iran's severe winter
to search for food in cities have mauled 13 people
near the western city of Bakhtaran over the weekend,
the official Islamic Republic News Agency reported
yesterday.
· The agency, monitored in Nicosia, said police
officers and officials of the environmental protection
organization have been deployed to prevent further
attacks.
Freezing temperatures and snowfalls have forced
wild animals and birds to flock to other towns in
many regions over the past two weeks, IRNA said.

Safer year for
NH motorists
The state's roads and highways have been safer
for motorists so far this year, the Division of Moror
Vehicles says.
The division reports that between Jan. 1-23, 473
accidents were reported, nearly 200 fewer than
the same time last year.
Six .of those crashes have been fatal, with eight
people killed. At this time last year, there had been
11 fatal accidents killing 11 people. Three of the
occupants killed so far this year were children.
The division says fatal accidents have happened
this year in Grafton, Hillsborough, Merrimack and
Rockingham counties.

Homeless attacked
Six people have been arrested in connection with
the beating of a group of homeless people in
downtown Quincy, MA police say. Two adults were
arrested Friday night, a third turned himself in
to authorities early Saturday morning and a fourth
adult was arrested Saturday evening, police said.
Two juveniles also were arrested Saturday, police
said.
The six were released on bail and were scheduled
for arraignment in Quincy District Court Monday.
Police would not release the name;s of the sus peers
or •the specific charges because juveniles were
involved.
The beating took place a week ago at night outside
restroom facilities in a parking lot across the street
from Quincy District Court. The homeless people
told social workers that the fracas erupted when
a street person ran away with money some minors
had given him tO buy liquor for them.
The suspects allegedly burst into the room where
eight men and one woman were drinking and began
·
swinging at them with sticks.

~

PRESIDENT, PRODUCTION MANAGER, and
BUSINESS MANAGER positions now open
for the fall 89 semester
Apply in the MUB rm. 146 or call 862-2195 for information
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Deforestation a global hazard
By Dana Blake
News Flash: The New Hampshire has just learned through
unique sources that there is
currently a runaway spacemonster from Mars eating away
our tropical forests at a rate of
one football field per second,
or the equivalent of the net area
of New Hampshire, Vermont
and Massachusetts per year. The
monster's massive eating frenzy
is reportedly playing havoc on
our planet's environment, increasing the amount of heat
capturing CO2 and CH4 in the
atmosphere and contributing
to the "greenhouse effect."
Actually, that's not quite
right, but according to Berrien
Moore III, Director of the
Institute for the Study of Earth,
Oceans and Space, University
of New Hampshire, that might
as well be the case.
According to Moore, who
participated in the TIME Environmental Conference in
Boulder, CO, last November,
a "conservative" estimate puts
the figure at 70,000 square
kilometers of tropical forest
being converted into agriculture
a year.
"They' re the cradle of life,"
said Moore,"You've got all this
enormously important genetic
material in the forests, and we're
losing it."
Deforestation is just one of
the environmental issues Moore
discussed at the TIME Environment Conference with prominent scientists and polticians

such as James Gustave Speth,
president of the World Scientists Resources Institute in Washington, Senator Al Gore of
Tennessee, and representatives
from important nations like
Brazil, Japan and the Soviet
Union.
Without the presence of tropical forests, less CO2 is converted into oxygen. The CO2 remains in the atmosphere. Trees
that are left to rot emit CH4 and
trees that are burned emit CO2.
These gases contribute to the
greenhouse effect.
"How do you get people to
pay attention to an excessively
important problem that is occurring slowly?" asked Moore.
This summer's drought and
the recent mild weather have
raised the nation's environmental concerns.
Moore said he does not believe the unusual weather is
connected with an actual greenhouse effect, although he added,
"It could give us a taste of what
it would be like."
"It's God's little warning,"
said Moore,"! don't think
anyone wants that to become
a standard operative climate.
What would a drought be like?"
Moore said he could recall the
frustration he felt the summer
of 1986 when he met with a
Time-Life corporate board and
·TIME magazine decided the greenhouse effect was important but not neccessarily news.
Then things began to change
in October 1987 when Sports _

Illustrated did a cover Ht1cle
on the greenhouse effect, according to Moore. -Newsweek
followed with an article in
February 1988, US News and
World Report followed in October 1988, and just last December TIME declared Earth,
"Planet of the Year."
"It's changed a lot in the last
15 months," said Moore.
According to Moore, environmental concerns have spread
beyond the scientific community
and universities to the federal
government and the international arena.
"The entire federal government is trying to pull scientific
angles together to have a better
organized attack on this problem o1 the entire Earth system,"
Moore said.
According to Moore, The
National Accaderny of Science,
an American committee of
environmental specialists, is
currently working with the
Soviet Accademy of Science to
keep international discussion
on the global environment
going.
"If you could get the US and
Soviets to take a lead and reach
an agreement, that would be
very important," Moore said.
The United States currently
exchanges data with the Soviet
Union on land use, climatological information, air chemical
composition, and satellite data,
according to Moore.
"We've got to find some way
of slowing down the rate of

.-- -I

The uEndangered Earth" has given concern to the scientific
community. (Mike Farnham photo)

fo::~il fuel consumption," said
Moore, "While at the same time
not to stop change, but to have
change occur at a rate which
human beings can cope with,
a kind of change that is perhaps
to occur because of the existing
structure."
Moore added,"What's going
to probably change is the climate
of the planet, let's just do so at
a rate that people can cope
with."
Moore said that it is not
known exactly how the earth's
climate will change. Possible
rainfall, exact temperatures and
drought possibilities are not
known. Moore did say. however,

that an average of the five most
commonly accepted climate
models indicate an expected
increase in the earth's temperature of three to five degrees
centigrade. The increase would
be greater at higher latitudes.
"It is not clear that climate
changes have begun yet. What
is clear is that the atmosphere
has begun to change," Moore
said.
"I think we've got to be open
to realize we are vunerable,"
said Moore, "In some sense it
is like the first pictures from
space. It gives us a whole new
way of thinking."

Sculpture finds home at UNH

I

t

By Matt Sanner
There's a new sculnture on
campus and you won\ find it
in the University Art Gallery.
This particular, piece of art is
on display in Dimond library,
and would even make the operators of the Guggenhiem
Museum in New York proud.
The sculpture, called "Arc
Angle," is on perrnanant display
in the library, and is a curious
construction of New Hampshire
granite and black and white
ltailian marble. Artist Gary
Smith sees the sculpture as "a
triad; a relationship between
three different elements; a

.

balancmg oi emotions."
University Librarian Dr.
Ruth Katz describes the sculpture as being inspirational,
inducing the many moods of
New Hampshire. In additjon,
she also finds the sculpture
ultimately practical. "It helps
to symbolize the fact that the
library is not just a warehouse
for books," Katz said.
Dr. Katz also believes that
the sculpture will open doors
in enhancing the library's atmosphere. "We should have
more than just the barest essentials in these facilities,"Katz
said.
·
Ahhough lh~ scul_ptu,·e has

only been on · display since
Thursday of last !'leek, it appears
that it is indeed raising the
eyebrows of library patrons. To
sophomore Vincent Thomas,
the sculpture was a genuine
experience. "It was there, and
I was moved," Thomas said.
The sculptor, Gary Smith, is
a UNH graduate; his studio is
in Northwood, NH. The sculpture is a gift to the library from
Jan E. Clee the former Dean of
Whittemore school. Chairman
of the Art Department Mike
McConnell arranged for the
sculpture to be placed in the
library.

Student reports
being foil owed
"Arc Angle" 1s a new addition to the Dimond library. (Sharon
Donovan photo)

DIVE
into
The
New Hampshire

By John Robert
A UNH female reported to
UNH Police, at 3:00 A.M.
Wednesday morning, that a man
was following her around making obscene gestures toward her,
according to UNH Police Chief
' Roger Beaudoin.
Police sources indicate that
the man started to follow her
from the 24 hr. room of the
library all the way over to the
area in front of the PCAC.
The case is under investigation.
In o·ther UNH Police news,
two students from Harvard
University are being brought
up on criminal mischief charges
in relation to an incident that
occurred in Fairchild Hall early

Thursday morning.
The Harvard students were
released under $500 personal _
recognisance bail and will appear in Durham District Court
on February 28.
A UNH student's van was
taken for a "joy ride" early
Saturday morning. It was heavily damaged and vandalized.
A 1980 Ford was taken from
E-Lot and it was found at the
intersection of Packer's Falls
Rd. and Mill Rd with $200
worth of items taken from the
van.
Two other UNH students
reported their vehicles were
vandalized this weekend as well.
These two student owned cars
sustained over $500 in damage.

NISHIKIATB
HThe best MBA"

1988 Bicycles
X-C Ski Pkgs.
Hockey Sticks

DURHAM BIKE
Pettee Brook Lane
Durham,NH
M-F 10-5:30
SAT 10-3:00

868-5634

NTHESPOT
· Do you think the new alcohol proposal for the Mub can be·
successfully carried out?

~,

I
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"It would all depend on how
much control you had over the
drinking, and how you would
limit it to 21 yr. olds. There
would be so many guidelines to
follow that I'm sure underage
people would get something out
of it."

·'I think it can work because I
don't think people on this campus who are over 21 should have
to travel to Portsmouth or
Boston. It's everybody's University and everybody should
be able to use it."

''Yeah sure it would be a good
idea, as it would give people over
· 21 an added alternative to
Nick's, Wildcat, etc... "

''I think it's a good idea as long
as it's well publicized and the
shows that are brought to it are
innovative"

Burr Chase

Jen Rand

Psychology

Tourism and Park Mgmt.

Sophomore

Senior

Krista Von Eiff
Tev Barros
French/PIP
Undeclared L.A.
Sophomore
Freshman
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The one quality of Reed that
seems to stand out in the minds
of his friends was his sense of
humor. "He was terrifically
funny, irreverent, but full of
love. He could laugh at himself,"
Hart remembered. One of the
toughest things in dealing with
his disease was watching that
sense of humor fade away, she
said.
Reed used his humor in his
talks at UNH, describing his
days of recreational sex as
"looking for love in all the
wrong places." Rather than
avoiding the difficult issue, Reed
won over the crowd of several
hundred with the humor his
friends remember him for.
His best legacy, according to
Merton, is that "people looked
at him and realized AIDS victims were human beings like
everyone else."
Merton and Reed had begun
working on a .memorial scholarship before Reed's death. The
scholarship, when work on it
is completed, will be available
to deserving journalism students.
Both Merton and Hart will
speak at the memorial service
for Reed at UNH. It will be held
on February 9, which would
have been Reed's 39th birthday,
at 8:00 p.m. in the lounge at the
Undergraduate Apartment Complex.

MUCH. MUCH MORE1

SPANISH FILM SERIES- "Skyline." Room 303,James,
4 p.m. AND Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.

~EDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Univ. Maine. Field House,
7p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING WRESTLING -

vs. Bowdoin. Field House, 4p.m.

vs. Plymouth State. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

MARINE SCIENCE SEMINAR SERIES - "Images From
the Sea." Room 1-101, Parsons, 8 p.m., free, open to public.
RECEPTION FOR WOMEN'S ATHLETICS - Show your
support for Women's Atheletics. Alumni Room, New
Hampshire Hall, 4:30-6p.m., free. Free tickets available for
women's basketball game at 7p.m. following reception.
Everyone is invited.

THURSDAY,.FEBRUARY 2
ART GALLERIES "Brown Bag Series" - Gallery Walk by
exhibiting faculty, Dept. of Arts. -Paul Arts, noon.

I
Army Reserve nurses are quick to tell you how much it
I
means to have the prestige and respect of being an officer.
I
You're a leader of the health care team, with opinions and
I
advice others want to hear.
I
Along with being an officer come leadership i:raining,
I
I
continuing education programs, national nursing seminars
and conventions, and the valuable experience of working with I
I
an exceptional heaith care team, each member a dedicated
I
volunteer.
incomel
extra
good
and
Learn more about flexible scheduling
Call:

207 -775 2194

I

SFC Ann Moore
Nurse Recruiter

I
I

I
I
I

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES - "The
Oppression of Fat Women," Susan Koppelman, Anthologist
and po_pular culture critic, St. Louis, Missouri. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Witness." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
p.m., students $1, general $2

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3
LAST DAY to file an Intent to Graduate form for May 1989
graduation without)ate fee.
LAST DAY to choose Pass/Fail (undergrad), Credit/Fail
(grads).LAST DAY to drop courses, or change to audit, without $25
per course late fee.
LAST DAY to add courses without Dean's approval and
without $25 per course late fee.
POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES - Val Dusek (UNH
Philosophy), "Science and Society in the Thought of Nikolai
Bukharm.' Room 206, McConnell, noon to 2 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "The Evoluti6n of
Warfare," Stephan P. Reyna. Alumni Center, 4p.m.
MEN'S ICE HO~KEY -

vs. Maine. Snively Arena, 7p.m.

CELEBRITY SERIES - QUINK, a capella vocal ensemble.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 8622290

To Be A Winner
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Blueberry or Apple Cinnamon Pancakes
served w/ coffee or tea.

Just send us a photo of your most outrageous dare from the fun,
new DARE game. Your dare may win you . _
One of three 1989
Spring BreakVacations for four worth $5,~00!
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Pastrami Delight: Pastrami served on
grilled pumpernickel w/ Russian dressing and Swiss cheese
$3 .15
served w/ choice of soup or French fries

OAH( winners PO Bo ..

<!l)UU1R/{/

--------------$1.50 REBATE'I.I
'i.1$3.00 REBATE --------------• ,:

·, ct': t ;,r.

1,

t' .r.. • ', rif'·':i:ISI- 13.f•IJ ,. ,, r .. ,l "-1,i: • 1~,:,o• ,. . , ,

1 ·:, ,~

WHEN YOU BUY A DL-7 CAMERA

auv a f u11 DL -7 camera oetween Jan

1 1989 ano Dec 31 1989 Reques1

must De rece,veo Dy Jan 30 1990
RECEIVE a S3 00 reDa1e ,n 1ne ma,1
SEND 11 THIS completed reDate cen,lica1e ANO 21 ;our oateo casn
reg,srer rece,p1 w,tn tne pr,ce pa,o circ1eo PLUS 31 tne UPC cooe lrom
package

\IIAIL TC r
MN 5~

r)I

.JRebate011erP .O. Bo1117Yo1111gAmerica,

$2.25

h('i S-auga!·.r•

Veal Parmesean served w/ tossed
salad and garlic bread

WHEN YOU BUY 3 ROLLS OF FUJI FILM

?'

!~

J~~96

~~:93a~~c~:ge~ ig&~ol~~~~;st 2~uo;t ~:g~l~~n~~~e~~
RECEIVE a S1 50 reoate ,n the ma,I Maximum reoate ,s three (31 rebates
per lam11y aooress orgamza11on or location
1
iaa~:~ fr~s~
~eEg~s~e; ie~~1 ~ ~~t~f~~t;~1::~::~ ;1~g~~itcu~~~ t~~
eacn al tne 3 packages of Fu11 Film 24 or 36 exposures w1tn 1he woros
··Manutactu1ed for the US A·· Your rebate 1s based on proofs-of•
purchases sent at one lime

if~

~-~~~!~~/~ii :::3~~~~ Rlblll oner P.0 Box 5676
Apl
111111

I
It

$3.80

--- -i

48 o/flairv $ ~ , (fJ)wrluinv
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC
APPLYING TO GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL: Current UNH graduate students
will discuss choosing programs, raking tests, writing
personal statements, obtaining recommendations,
seeking financial aid, and MORE! Wednesday,
February 1, TASK center, College Rd . Trailers,
10-11 am
PLANNING TO ATTEND MEDICAL/DENT AL
SCHOOL IN 1990?: Register with the Premedical/Pre-dental Office NOW! Room 14, Floor B,
Dimond Library.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR CYCLING
CLUB: Tuesday, February 1, Room 38-39, Field
House, 7 pm.

GENERAL
OPEN AUDITIONS: Tryouts for "MACBETH".
Open Tryouts at Johnson Theater, Please pick up
tryout information sheet in PCAC, Rm. D-22 before
tryouts. Backstage help and ushers needed too!
Everyone is welcome! Sunday, Feb. 5 from 4 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. and Monday, Feb. 6 from 7 p.m. to
10 p.m. (Call backs on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.)
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone interested
in workshopping their writing. Fiction, Non-fiction,
poetry is welcome. Fridays, Non-traditional Student
Center, 1:30 to 3 p.m.
TGIF PIZZA l.UNCH: Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pertee House, noon to 1 p.m. $1 a slice
and some of the best company around.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: An non-profit store
selling bulk grains, granola, chips, and natural
health products such as shampoo, oils, etc.
Wednesdays, Hubbard Hall, 4:30-7pm
RA SELECTION 1989-90: Applications fo~ RA
positions for 1989-90 are available from Hall
Directors and Area Offices. Oessie Doe, Devine,
and Babcock.) Information Sessions held in the
MUB, Monday,January 30 at 7:15 pm and Tuesday,
January 31 at 1 pm.
ANNUAL WOMEN'S COMMISSION AWARD:
Nominations are requested to honor a person who
as contributed significatly to advancing the status
of women at UNH. This award has been established
to encourage further efforts in promoting equity
for women in the UNH community. The award
will be presented during the annual Women's
History Program on February 24. Send nominations
of student, faculty, or staff to UNH President's
Commission on the Status of Women, Batcheller
House by February 8, 1989. Information: Women's
Commission, 862-1058.

CAMPUS GAY, LESBIAN, & BISEXUAL ALLIANCE MOVIE NIGHT: All are welcome to watch
Maurice, based on the E.M. Forster novel about
gay love in nineteenth century England. Tuesday,
January 31, 2nd floor Conference Room, Health
Services, 7:30 pm.

indeJ!Cndent

FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP: Jennifer Smith,
Financial Aid Office, will present a workshop on
financial Aid for Non-Traditional Students. Please
come with all of your questions. February 1,
Wednesday, Non-Traditional Student Center, Petree
House, 12:30 ro 2 pm.

school

BREAK: Discussion group for students who are
separated, divorced, or just thinking about it. Drop
in anytime at the Non-Traditional Student Center
between 12:30 and 2 pm on Wednesdays. Bring
a bag lunch.

Dare to be good. Join a tradition of excellence and
independence at the elementary or secondary level
in a private sc:hex>l. A Carney Sandoe representative
will be on campus this winter. Contact the Career
Development office for date and time. Call now toll
free to disc\.1$.job ope~ings nationwide: (In Mass.)
·
617-542-0260 or 800-225-7986.

MEETINGS
RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES STUDENT
COMMITTEE MEETING: To discuss Durham Red
Cross Valentine blood drive. Anyone interested
in helping is invited. Tuesday,January 31, 12 Dover
Rd. (next to Durham foreign car lot), 7 pm.

Carney, Sand~&Associates
136 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116, Teacher/Admirustrator Placcmcru

UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: We'll
be setti~g dates for upcoming events and viewing
Equesman events of 1988 Seoul Olympics. Tuesday,
January 31, Light Horse Barn Classroom, 7 pm
Information: Sue, 659-6538.
MORT AR BOARD HONOR SOCIETY MEETING: Pick up your pins and get this semester off
to a great start! Wednesday, February 1, Room
216, Ham Smith, 9 pm.
FIRESIDE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: An
excellent way of learning about Fireside. There
will be a slide show, games and leaders will present
their respective trips. Tuesday, February 7, Strafford
Room, MUB, 7: 30 pm.

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
No~-credi~ courses are free of charge. Register
onlme on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($) . CUFS users should tab down to
"OTHER SERVICES" ·on the menu and type
"TRAINING." Call 3667 to register if you do not
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton-Smith, rm. 7, unless otherwise stated.
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT: The basics of how
to create and use DOS tree-structured directories
to help with the organization of data, and programs
for a hard disk system. Backing up and restoring
hard disk files are also explained. Prerequisite:
MS-DOS or equivalent experience. Monday,
Fe.bruary 6, and Wednesday, February 8, from 9
am-noon.

We are looking for funny people
to submit funny stuff to the
...
..
funny comedy s_µpplement,
•
LAPHOS,
g~~d
which will soon be app~aring in
The New Hampshire.
uJ1, Je{f
''
..
..
..,, Submit your articles or whatever
Tkf~
to
H~::..
.,
.... room 151 in the MUB by 3:00pm
.
Feb. 10.

fl/TONS!

'leach in an

LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP : Friendly, confidential atmosphere in which to discuss common
problems, experiences, and issues. Tuesday,January
31, 2nd floor Conference Room, Health Services,
8:30 pm.

FILENE'S BASEMENT

ON MARCH 11th UNH

S OFF
TAKE
7 NIGIITS HOTEL/AIR/TRANSFERS
NO HIDDEN COSTS!

FROM BOSTON/SfAY AT THE BEST HOTELS

Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene's basement.

·.'~tt

~~-

~

::(

$449

~,-~

MONTEGO BAY
from
or NEGRIL

-·

.

::!~
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Beachfront
1st Class Hotel

RESUMES
Electronically Typed

;-~

$18.50 INC~UDES:
•TYPING
•SELECTION OF PAPER
·•ENVELOPES

Al

~ deslnalcn are nduded. Cancelaticn ~ apply and al passengers
,:eement Su~ect to dlange, space is limtted. Dcd>le ocaipanc-1 sl~hlly h~hs.

•25· COPIES
~

• 25 ENVELOPES
•25 EXTRA SHEETS OF PAPER
:_:

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage

DURHAM COPY
Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

569+17

Sat. night dep. from
Hotel laXes and apart "aifers in
prices_••. per pe,_9011 Cua<! OCCl4)a~ and ar~ plus $10-17 depa11.re taxes.must
sii,t Tow Operaa P ~

Open MONDAY-FRIDAY
868-7031
8:30-5:30

OPEN TODAY

~~~o~~~~~~in

~THE

,~~'5~T~T~
Wmli-1:t:k:tmm

Guaranteed Reservations!
Guaranteed Low Prices!

For Information or to Book call

617 267-8100
FIRST CLASS VACATIONS AT BARGAIN BASEMENT PRICES!

\

I )

-
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CELEBRATE WINTER AT UNH
STAD IUM CUP GIVE AWA Y
Hocke y Game
Friday, Februa ry 3

Snively Arena 7 :00 PM

THIS WEEK

Tickets 1/2 Price with Student ID
FREE STAD IUM CUPS to
first 500 people

COME DY
NiGHT

'The American
Baker' CAFE

Vy'ednesday, Feb. 1

Sunday, Feb. 5
Downstairs Huddleston , 2-4 pm
$1 .50 w/ UNH ID
$3.00 general pubiic
Escape to a European Cafe and enjoy appetizers and
pastries with freshly brewed coffee or
tea .

MUSO MOVIE
Thursday , Feb. 2

MUSO
CONCERT
Saturaay, Feb. 4
SHAKE THE FAITH

WOMENS' INDOOR TRACK
Saturday, Feb. 4
UNH vs. Maine
FREE

MUSO MOVIE
Sunday, Feb.5

NICHE
COFFEE HOUSE
Friday Fee, __,
Devine Ha; ; 8·GCl
pm

JOE KUCEL'S
' l i f e and
Depth'
Sunaay, Feo. 5
Granite Starn Rm .
7:00 pm
$1 -donation nonstudents
Sponsore d by
Cancer Survivors
and Supporters ,
PFO, and Health
Services

SKI TRIP
Friday, Feb. 3
Jay Peak, VT $121
Sponsored by Ski
,,
Club

COMING NEXT WEEK:
Fire & Ice Spectacular-_-featurin g AGR's
Torch Run for Leukemi a, outdoor ice
skating rink on campus, free entertain ment
and refreshments!!!

&i =- •-~ m: ~~
'D« ~ ~oeue o{ Pwa·

~

S~nda y Nite
All Star Special:

$2.00 small cheese pizza
until February 7th

Special Discounts
- for Seniors with Sticker
♦

♦

•
5 ~ M£ ~ ~~ 4 7te A ~ C~!!!

:; i;{jiie/illiitijrfl!Jf:Affi#~(~g;
Large Cheese Pizza
$4.00
For Prompt Deliveries ... 868-2224

From 5:00pm to Close
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MU SO
DA RK RO OM S
Are now offerin g beginn ing five-we ek
classes in black and white and darkro om
use for the semeste r. All chemistry is free!!!

CONT ACT MICHA EL BORCH ARDT AT
MU.SO ·
. ROOM 148 MUB OR CALL 862-1485

~
----r-I
I
FINAN CIAL AID
APPLI CATIO NS
NOW AVAILABLE

I
I
i
I

· for 1989-90
atthe

§

f

§

- ti

ti
Financial Aid Office
Stoke Hall
§
(long wing facing Stillings Hall)
M-F 8:00-4:30

I
§

2 nights lodging & 3 meafs

GIW4 F~, GIW4 SN>1V, GIW4 S~
Forlnfo:
Call UNH Ski Club 862-1013

OfficeHoursMon& Tues9-4
Table Hours Wed&Thurs 11-1

.

t

I
~

I
t

.

t

PRIORIT Y DEADLINES

I

Undergraduates: February 15, 1989
Graduates: May 1, 1 9 8 ~
_

~~.~~~~~'°k.Q)~

.
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.

AT8:00 PM

I

in the

GRANITE STATE RM., MUB

Buy tickets at the
MUB Ticket Office...

STUDENTS
NON-STUDENTS

$5

$9

~The legendary
MAX CREEK

RETURNS~ .. .
... TiCRetJ a/Jo awi!ttNe t/Je night oft/Je 1/Jow...
IMX

ffHC

HAVE YOU STARTED
LIVING YET?

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••

•
•••
••
•

.

Life and Depth

. fuj'i}OR/~

A humorous., yet thought-provoking play
concentrating on living while exploring issues
of/ife-th_reatening illnesses.
.
·

•

We all have times when life brings us trouble
We feel sad.,
We feel mad_,
or angry, crossed,
. depressed or perplexed...
And we don't know where to turn ...
And only if we could talk to someone.
Someone who listens,
someone who cares
Someone our own age who can relate
to the problems that affect us all
from time to time ...
Well wouldn't you know?
Help is just a p~one call away.

·-..••

Sunday, Feb. 5, 7:00 PM
Granite State Room, MUB

•

Tickets are FREE for STUDENTS,
$1.00 for NON-STUDENTS

Sponsored by:

Cancer Survivors & Supporters,,
PFO,, and Health Education

NEW 'H OURS!

For more info. call:
Lisa Archambault at 862-4221

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ngs
WEALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

Morning
muses

The Air Forre is kdcing b'
-~---navi~--missim's ... fflgllleerS ...
aid ... Imre. Our posia r e ~ \oocan~me
Air Force ROrC.

Kristi Sudol
lt s Tuesday, five in the morning. I am leaning over one
of the graphics tables. The light shining through its _sticky,
gummy glass top is doing a number on my bloodshot eyes.
My contact lenses are pretty much glued on. The worries
of incompleted reading assignments and lab write-ups left
my mind long ago. Now my frustrations have taken on a
new priority: where can I put these ads?
Meanwhile, it's just another production night for this
managing editor of The New Hampshire.
My job, besides the stated "managing" part, is to layout
the news stories and make sure everything else in the paper
is pretty much straight. I also have to make sure all the paying
advertisers get their ads in the paper, which never seem
to fit where I want them to. And if there is space left over,
I must find some arty photo to fill it, or create a "Write in
the Forum page" ad. I'm not very creative when it comes
to making up ads.
So Monday nights will find me in room 151 of the MUB,
figuring out how many pages the paper will be, struggiing
over decisions of which photograph to use on the front page.
Sometimes I'll even be surprised when the sunrise starts
streaming through the window.
I must be crazy, right? That's what all my friends say when
I get up around noon and stumble to the bathroom. I think
that, too, as I drag my exhausted body and grumbling stomach
to Philbrook for lunch.
Then I pick up that day's edition. I look through the pages,
inspecting the layout job that was completed hours before.
The feeling of accomplishment hits then. The craziness
·
seems worth it to me.
No, I am not in training to be a writer or editor of The
Boston Globe. In fact, I plan to teach high school English.
I don't think my experience here will relate directly to that
job. Unless, of course, I become the advisor for the high
school newspaper.
This job may look good on my resume, but I think the
"worthiness" of it all goes much deeper.
When I came to college, I thought of attending tough classes
and keeping my grade point average up. I then got involved
on the newspaper. Since I have come to realize what a lot
of my elders had told me was true: a great deal of the education
one receives at college is through experience, and not in
the classroom: I think I have had my share of experiences
in this newsroom--enough to last me a long while.
I have learned things I could never learn in a lecture.
Through the constant pushing of the editor-in-chief, I have
learned to handle my position, exercising my new-found
power constructively. When people make mistakes, I can
ask for them to be corrected. I can help typists and graphics
people when the computer acts up. You know, honestly,
I was scared to death of this whole computer system for
a long time. But just today I solved a problem which might
have resulted in a temporary breakdown. I think that fear
is pretty much cured.
I also, to an extent, learned how to make decisions. I am
always afraid of making the wrong ones. I have been rotten
at it for years. It took me many months to decide to attend
UNH instead of another college. Sure, I will always have
a bit of trouble making decisions, but now I am a little less
afraid of being wrong. As each newspaper goes by, l find
myself a little more confident in putting that photograph
next to the story, not below it.
Confidence. A lot of us could use a little more of that
any _day. Confidence to say what we think, even if it may
be wrong. Confidence to be yourself, and not afraid of being
yourself. Confidence to get involved and make a difference.
Confidence used everyday by a lot different people. Even
English teachers.
Do you really think my anthropology professor could
have taught me that?
Kristi Sudol is a Managing Editor for The New Hampshire.

c- ":.- •: -

r,,..;"CT' ~

caGet }Otl11 be trained

in leadersr.~~ ·~..:.. ..-..:.:.'46-,e. •.,...... ' :nctices. "DJ may
also awlY b- rur su.. ,.~:;;~~ .-ugrcllll that heJps pay
college expmses, plus $100 per academic roonth, tax free.
After graduation, }Otl11 have all the prestige aid respoositility ot an Air Force otficet: \oo11 msro.e- a new \\Oki
where }0011 be challenged to excel ... aid rewarded b' )WT
.
success. Let us giYe }OU the details t ~

CAPT GREG MESERVE

862-1480

Leadership FJl..'ellence Starts Here

-------------------------~
KINK0 S

I

1

10%
RESUME TYPESETTING
WITH THIS COUPON

KINKO'S COPY CENTER
51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH

868-6322
OFFER EXPIRES 4/89

L-------------------------

On Our All Day Lift Ticket
Ski the new Gunstock and save $5 on an
all-day, adult all-lift ticket, Monday through
Friday. Not available during Christmas
Holiday Week and Feb. 20th. Not applicable
to specials and package plans. Present this
ad at ticket window. Good 88-89 seas"n.
Rte. I IA, Gilford, NH Snowphone: (603) 293-4346
Lodging Info 1-800-531-2347
Tickets thru {i)TELETADN' 1-800-382-8080
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Editorial
Of AIDS and attitudes
The tragic loss of former UNH graduate
David Reed weighs heavy on those who
knew him. But Reed gave a gift to strangers
when he visited this university last April;
a gift we must all remember long after his
story fades.
It was a moving and vivid moment Reed
shared in April, 1988. At the time he was
nearly two years into his battle with AIDS.
Thin and covered with lesions, Reed
demonstrated a tremendous amount of
courage as he honestly and openly unraveled
the circumstances which led to his present
condition.
Before an audience of several hundred,
Reed made no secret of his sexuality nor
his promiscuity. While some would be
appalled, others indifferent, still more
hateful, Reed placed his life out for public
inspection to reach at least a few with his
story. Reed spoke about past mistakes
during his search for acceptance; about his
inability to distinguish physical closeness
with intimacy; about the valuable lessons
AIDS forced upon him.

Tot[Cv.~orr:,scripts

my dilemma, that application deadlines were approaching, and she
responded that a notation on my
request file indicated that they were
to be held for my degree. I pointed
out that only one was to have been
held, and asked if there weren't
some way of expediting that process. She told me that the degrees
were po~ted sometime in February,

be acknowlecigea, even within the rosey
world of college life. Over the past two years,
New Hampshire's own AIDS population
has doubled. National figures on college
campuses project the number of AIDS
carriers will reach one third of the student
population by the late-90s. AIDS awareness
is necessary now, when precautions can
prevent its spread, not tomorrow.
Awareness also means understanding
helping those already infected. Persecution
has never solved problems, only compounded them. As Reed mentioned when
he spoke in April, "If this disease had
affected kindergarden children, we would
have seen more. than two days of Pentagon
funding over eight years of sickness." Maybe
we would have even saved some lives.
Fear and misunderstanding has put the
human race on the run and allowed the
AIDS virus to snowball. If we can learn
anything from David Reed, let us learn how
to defeat our selfish judgements.
As Reed once told us, "Loving ourselves
will be our best defense against AIDS."

Today, just a few minutes ago, - sity relying primarily on work-study --;;f bureaucratic bedlam and misdi- because the Graduate School had
to go through each individual file January 23, I called CPP to check students to accomplish its basic rected, myopic cost-cutting.
administrative functions? Has not
It's time to stop, think, and ask
and certify that programs were in on that transcript: it hadn't arrived.
fact complete, then return the files Nora had done me the favor of enough money been budgeted for some hard questions: what are the
regular staff? Has the University basic goals of this University? What
with the degrees to the Registrar. calling the Transcript Off ice to
once again increased the number real values underlie present policies
She suggested calling the Graduate inquire, since I had written to
request that my ·file be sent to six
of students, forgetting about its and projects? What's important
School.
physical limitations, trying to grow about being at this University, and
I called the Graduate School and universities, and she didn't want
too much and too fast for its how to serve that best? How can
spoke with Carla, who immediately to send out the files without the
capacities? I believe I recall some · the job be done better? What
told me to call the Registrar. After transcript if it were only one day
rhetoric about building a reputation happened to the classic goal of a
explaining that the Registrar had from arriving. She had been told
as "the best small public University University, striving for excellence?
directed me to call her, she ex- that it "wouldn't show up until
in the country"; I fail to see how
And, finally, where in Hell is my
plained that my file had already February, because the degree
that can ever be if its graduates transcript?
been certified, but needed to be wouldn't be posted until then!" I
cannot manage to land jobs because
Douglas M. Black, M.A. 1988
signed by Dean Richards, who had cleared that up two weeks ago!
It is now three days short of eight
only just returned from vacation.
She told me that the signed files weeks since I requested--and paid . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .
were not due back at the Registrar for--the transcripts, and one week
unti1January23,andsincetheywent from today, the application deadin a batch, she could not say when lines begin. It is two weeks since
JOANNE MARINO, Editor.-in-Chief
my degree would be forthcoming, I was first told that my transcript
nor could the process be expedited. would be sent "that day." It is almost
She did offer to have a letter sent a full six months since I completed ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
to my credentials file at CPP, my thesis, and eleven weeks since SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
KAREt'>J HAMILTON, News Editor
certifying that my degree was I received my notice of approval. BRIAN BRADY.,Sports Editor
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Spo.rts Editor
complete and would be granted, and There is no acceptable reason for
MICHAEL PARNHAM, Photo Editor
I took her up on that offer. That the delay; my degree ought to be SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editor
letter was written and delivered on the transcript in the hands of DEBORAH HOPKINS, Arts Editor
the hiring committees at this very
promptly, for which I am grateful.
GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum_Editor
However, since a UNH trans- moment. There is no way of quanBRIAN MCCABE, Business Manager
cript was necessary in order to get tifying for yeu the energy and
DENISE
BOLDUC, Advertising .t'-'.1anager
expense
wasted
on
this
outrageous
a job teaching at the college level,
Advertising Associates
Tim Golden
Sports Reporters
I called Laurie back and told her nonsense--unless I sent you the
Debbie Donohoe
Sadie Greenwav
David Aponovich
Parke Madden
()ehoran Hopi<ir-~
Kevin Connelly
what the situation was, and asked phone bills I've been racking up
trying
to
make
sure
the
University
i;~~h8
Mgr.
· ~ews Reporters
her to remove the notation holding
~~~~ g~~;fski
Circulation Mgr.
ryan Alexa nder
Naomi Elvove
the CPP transcript for the degree, does its job.
John Grikas
~~~as:,1::
Ward D. Fraser
On January 9, I happened to ask
and send it as soon as she could.
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Dear President Haaland,
I am a December 1988 graduate
of UNH, with an M.A. in English
Literature, and two years of service
as a Teaching Assistant responsible
for English 401. The level of
bureaucratic complexity and incompetence at UNH, due to understaffi:ng,-undedunding_arul_ _oy~crowding, is about to cost me my chancesfor at least half the 1989-1990
coU~g-~ _and universtiy teaching
positions for which I've applied.
.!!eEe~ the story.
I finislied...'mf' M:-A,-,prog.i;,am. ill.
July; all courses successlullycompleted, I submitted my thesis on
the 28th. Since my second reader
was out of the country, the thesis
was not approved until late
October--none of which is specificatly the University's responsibility, and not na~ticularlvr_problemat~t/l-Mchece1~ed¥spoom- "
grade report, indicating that my
'IA' for English 895 had been
changed to 'CR' as of October 28.
At that time, then, everything was
complete and acknowledged as such.
l wrote to the Transcript Office on
November 30, requesting three
transcripts for a Wyoming teaching
certificate. Another transcript, to
go to Career Planning and Placement, was to have been held until
my degree was posted.
On January 9, no transcripts had
been received anywhere. I telephoned the Transcript Office and
spoke to Laurie, who asked when
I had written and told me, as if it
explained everything satisfactorily,
that they were that day processing
transcript requests received No-

vember 28th. Six weeks! I explained

This frail figure demonstrated ·more
vitality of spirit than most of us could only
hope to acheive in our lifetime. His message
of forgiveness, compassion and selfacceptance was a ardent appeal for the
sanctity of life. In the face of his death,
Reed brought words of faith to the barren
soil at UNH.
In December David Reed died, his long
struggle against the illness finally ended.
Stories of his good humor, unlimited energy
and self-less caring pay homage to him even
now. But more than a tragedy, Reed's death
should be looked on as a symbol of hope
and continued struggle. Thousands are
dying, hundreds of thousands more will
die. And the battleground is in the minds
and hearts of each of us.
In the face of AIDS, our shallow prejudices and blind ignorance will be what
kills us. We must not turn away from the
unpleasant reality of the situation, nor turn
our backs on people who need us. We've
already wasted enough time doing that.
Projections of escalating figu~es must
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University Forum
"Do the intpossib le"
House the homeless
By Nanci Valerio
In the Tuesday,January 24 issue of The New
Hampshire, there were 2 articles that caught my attention. The first was an editorial written by Chris
Poller. In the article, Chris talked about some of the
problems that occurred during Reagan's term. He
closed his editorial by saying, "I want to see economic prosperity help everyone, not just headliners. President Bush you have 4 years, a long and
hard 4 years, to make the U.S. that much better and
make the reality just what we see on the news and
hear in your voice."
I think economic prosperity for everyone is something we'd all like to see, but we can't count on one
man, even if he is the president, to fix all the prob. lems that exist in our nation. If we want to see progress, we've got to make it happen, even if it is
only in a small way. It is the little things that we all
can do that will lead to big changes in our world.
The other article that caught my attention was a
letter that Jan Lightfoot, a former homeless person,
wrote to the editor. She began her letter by saying,
"On every campus there are idealists --young people who have yet to be battered enough by realistsand they do the impossible ... One idealist can help
the homeless aloe. Let's do the impossible."
On campus, there is a group that attempts to do
the impossible. The Student Coalition for the
Homeless (SCH) has been working as a student organization for over a year at UNH. Since its origination, they have helped hold such events as a student talent show, a televised variety show, the
homecoming bed races, a holiday dinner at a student talent show and a professional variety show.
Instead of blaming the world's economic problems
on one man and having nothing get done, why not
join SCH, or any other social awareness group on
campus (there are lots of them!!), and help fight
our nation's problems. Show your anger and support at the fact that there will soon be more than
18,000,000 people with homes in the United States
alone, by supporting us. Whether you do this by attending the talent show, performing in the show,
or joining one of the orga~izations like SCH, every
little bit counts, and maybe if we all do something
little, we can, as Jan Lightfoot said, "do the impossible."
Nanci Valerio is a sophomore and the vice president of the Student Coalition for the Homeless.
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Frater nity party- busted
By Nicholas Papin
This has always been big news at U.N.H. It seems
that the only time the greek system gets attention
is when a headline such as this makes The New
Hampshire. This is a misnomer and leads most
non-Greeks co believe that a fraternity is just a
place to party. Well this is true to a small extent,
but seeing as this semester is about 3,024 hours
long, and each fraternity hosts parties or raids for
roughly 60 hours a semester, that leaves 2,964 hours
unaccounted for. There must be something else
that the Greeks do to keep themselves occupied
for the remaining 2,964 hours.
Well believe it or not, we are like any other student
here. We also go to classes, study, sleep, eat, watch
T.V., go co sporting events and play intramural
sports. Also being Greek we have some responsibilities that most non-Greeks students do not
have, such as house meetings, governing ourselves,
collecting dues, paying bills, dealing with the law,
negotiating with the administration, worrying about
our image, setting up charity events, maintaining
our house, creating budgets and sticking with them.
There is one word that sums up how we are
different and what makes all of this worthwhile
- that word is brotherhood. If you are on the outside

Tuitio n dollars not enoug h
I try to be a good student. On a Monday morning
I woke up at 8:00 AM even though I did not have
class until' one o'clock. I soon realized that I had
to walk to Kinkos to buy my homework. We had
started a new psychology unit on B.F. Skinner and
I needed the lecture and assignment sheets. When
I arrived at Kinkos I was told that they did not have
the copies made but that I could order them and
pick the copies up the next day. "How will I do
my homework?" I questioned. The clerk gave me
- a quick smile. It was $2.70 for 50 sheets. Previously
I had to buy the first unit which came with the added
cost of a binder I did not need.
I thought back to freshman year. For my Pascal
computer class we had to buy the syllabus. You had
to come to the front of the class and give the
professor $2.00 in cash. "How can you charge for
a class syllabus?" I asked? The professor sort of
shrugged her shoulders. It was for copying costs
they claimed. You needed that syllabus to take that
class, if you did not have it you would not know
what the course was about or know how to operate
the computer system.
For my Review of Spanish class we were informed
that we had to attend a Spanish film. I thought
fine; it will help me learn Spanish. When I arrived
at the theater in Murkland I was informed that
it was going to cost $2.00. Were we required to
go because the film was educational or because the
Spanish Department needed s9me money to buy
those audio tapes with interesting characters like
Paco and Maria? The film was one of those hidden
costs of the class. And as a bonus it had sub-titles
so it was pointless and costly.
•
This semester three of my four classes are
requiring me to purchase copies at Kinkos and this

~Jli
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seems co be an increasing trend for our student
body. These copies usually consist of assignment
sheets, outside readings, and lecture notes. I have
been to Kinkos five times at this point in the
semester and I still have nothing to show for it.
During the first week of school there was nothing
available. Pink slips. They keep asking me for pink
slips of paper. Not one professor has ever mentioned
these pink slips. They simply say to pick up the
copies.
After one of my disappointing visits to Kinkos
I went to Town and Campus co buy some of those
Stridex acne pads. It cost five dollars for 75 pads!
There is no way it costs five bucks to produce 75
acne pads. For $5.00 I would almost rather have
the acne. To the ·average college student $5.00 is
a good amount of money. I could feed a child in
Africa for 6 months according to the Save the
Children organization. Acne or starvation? You
be the judge. The fact is that private businesses
rip us off because we are limited in our purchasing
choices. I do not have a car and I am not taking
a bus into Dover to shop for soap.
The point is that we should not be forced by the
University to purchase from these private sources
in order to obtain our education; it is like academic
extortion. Kinkos has no interest in giving us a
good deal. One of my professors said straight out
that the people who work at Kinkos are "boneheads"
and that they are "not doing good work." I am all
for capitalism and profit but there is no competition
here. We are forced to buy from them. Kinkos does
not make the effort to make sure that we have our
homework sheets on time. Students are actually
getting behind in their homework, because they
cannot purchase sheets they need in order to

looking in then this word probably does not have
much meaning. But once on the inside you discover
that this word means a lot more than a bunch of
guys living together, and that Animal House is
a ·v ery ficticious portrayal of fraternity life. It is
true that we are active socially, but this is a far cry
from what our real purpose is. When you join a
fraternity, you are not just getting into the social
stream. You will be getting involved in a learning
experience that cannot be taught in any classroom,
by any teacher or even taught by myself.
As I said it is an experience. As a freshman, I
shared the typical stereotypes that fraternities were
bad and I thought I would never put myself through
pledging. Today I would not trade anything for
the years I have spent here as a pledge and brother.
The things which I have learned about myself, other
people, leadership, politics and brotherhood is
irreplaceable. Although it is not for all people, those
who have taken advantage of chis once in a lifetime
opportunity have made a home here at UNH for
life, and will never forget the memories and friends
that only come through brotherhood.

Nicholas Papin is the president of Alpha Gamma
Rho.

By Andrew Albright
complete their assignments. Plus we waste our
valuable time (along with professors') going to
Kinkos and hoping that by some miracle the Kinkos
copying genie has the sheets we need. Kinkos is
not doing a good job of servi,ng the student body.
And another thing--they shouldn't put their stupid
logo on my syllabus--! should charge them for
advertising.
Then there is the issue of why we should have
to buy homework sheets, and other sheets we need
for class, and blue books tO take tests in, at all. Next
we will have to tip our professors after each class
and have to rent seats. Just because it has been done
this way does not mean that it has to continue. It
is not a question of rich or poor, it is a question
of principle. Why do we have to purchase copies
from Kinkos? Why doesn't the University buy some
Xerox machines?
Education is a commodity and the University
should be concerned about us as customers. Where
is our money going? Our professors are among the
lowest paid in New England. We pay separately
for room and board. We pay separately for textbooks.
We pay separately to attend athletic events. And
now we pay separately for copies we need for class.
We gee nothing extra. It upsets me when the
admistration feels that we as students will simply
accept these hidden costs in our education. The
administration should realize that as consumers
we demand what we payed for. Blue books, and
course descriptions, and homework, and any other
copied sheets do cost money. But that money is
covered in our tuition costs.

Andrew Albright is a sophomore and a Student Senator.
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See Dick

See Dick Drink

See Dick Drive

Don 't be a DIC K!!
Don 't Drin k and Drive

We need Volun teers to work one night a
semes ter. Come to our meeti ng Thurs day,
Februa ry 7, in the Grafto n Room at 7 p.m.

All are welcom e and refresh ments will be served.
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Arts & Entertainment
Benefit Concert Success
By Tiffany Lewis
If you were11't at the Amnesty
International Benefit Concert
in the Granite State room of the
MUB last Saturday night, I feel
bad for you. You missed a great
time.
The concert featured four
bands that play in rhe Boston
area: Leg Room, Indigo, Social
Animals, and Tribe. The event
was organized by Group 136 of
Amnesty Internacional which
is based on the UNH campus,
and ir was sponsored by WHEB,
Ear Craft, JSN Desi_g n, and
Student Activities.
Cindy Mathieson, a member
of Group 136, said that the
concert was the idea of guitar
player Jeri Ruonala of Indigo .
who mentioned to her that his
band wanted to do an Amnesty
Benefit concert. Mathieson had
worked on an Amnesty show
on the UNH campus the year
before, so the two joined forces.
All of the bands involved
1
played for no pay and donated
their cash and time. The proceeds from the 250, or so, tickets
that were sold will go to Group
136 for purchasing newsletters
and mailing materials, funding
plane fares for speakers to the
campus, and supplying the
group's yearly dues to Amnesty
International.
The first band to go on was
Leg Room, a Portsmouth-area
duo consisting of Melody Madison on guitar and vocals, and
John Noble on drums. The band
seemed _somewhat new, considering the awkward breaks between .songs when Madison
would walk over to the side of
the stage to reset the synthesizers for back sounds, and the
less than smooth rapport she
had with the audience. The band
seemed to be dabbling--cry~ng

to mix a modern sound with a
rock sound.
Madison ' s vocals were at
times curt and guttural, and at
other rimes anguished and
drawn. The band started out
strong and really rocked, but
somewhere along the way they
lost their punch and become
plodding . .
The band's best song was
"Holiday," which at least had
a tune that stuck in the head.
A_few of the people sitting near
me liked the band. They do have
a lot of potential, but they need
to polish up some rough edges
in their act. They will be playing
a couple of shows at TT the
Bears and the Channel in Boston.
The next band to go on picked
things up considerably. Indigo,
a 5 piece band consisting of Kyle
Cushman on vocals and keyboards, Lynne Fountain on
backing vocals, flute, and saxaphone, Jeri Ruonala on guitar,
Jack Little on bass, and Tony
D'Anna on drums played a
strong sec backed by chumping,
funky baselines and female
harmonies.
Cushman dedicated the song
"Taking Chances" to "all prisoners who have taken chances
in their world," but it was their
lyrics in "We are not Gods" that
stressed the Amnesty spirit of
action: "We are not gods, but
we are part of it all." The song,
anthemic and march-like, began
with a lovely flute intro that
many would comp-are to Jethro
Tull, but probably only because
they are one of the few bands
well known_ for flute playing.
All of Indigo's songs moved
and got people up dancing and
ended--smooth as a knife's
blade--on clean cut notes. "In
My Room" and "The Child in

You" were favorites, and the
band got audience participation
during "Walking on Air" when
they pulled members on stage
to play hand instruments.
Some people might chide
Indigo for taking a funk-based
recipe approach to creating
commercially acceptable songs,
which may be true, but hey--at
least the recipe tastes good and
gives your feet something to do.
Indigo will be playing at The
Channel on February 1st.
Social Animal's lead singer,
Al Levo , tried to gee things
rocking by joking with the
audience, 'Tve been watching
the whole show, and no one's
e,ven thrown a bottle--wake up!"
Levo and bandmates BillEdmondson on guitars, Doug
McCray on drums, and Davis
Frye on bass played not heavy
metal or mainstream rock, but
what I'd call fun-rock--head
bobbing fun for everyone. Lots
of "la la la" and "da da ba da da"
background vocals.
The big draw of the night,
however, was the acclaimed
Boston quintet, Tribe, consisting of Janet LaValley on vocals,
Terri Barous on keyboards, Eric
Brosius on guitar, Greg LoPiccolo on bass, and Dave Penzo
on drums. Bradley-], WBCN disc
jockey and ex-UNH student
introduced the band, and from
then on the night was theirs.
Tribe moves smoothly between a moody, ethereal sound,
and a driving rock sound. LaValley, who ·has the "mic-stand
gripping squirm" down to a "t",
sings with great emotion. Her
voice is haunting--not too raspy,
not coo lilting--it's the porridge
at the end of the table, the cozy,
soft bed that is just right.
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Indigo, one of the four featured bands at last Saturday's Amnesty Benefit Concert.Pictured
here Jack Little, Kyle Cushman, Jeri Ruonala, Tony D'Anna, and Lynne Fountain.

Lou Reed is back with New York.

Reed Rocks
Lou Reed
New York
Sire
By John B. Turner

I'm not going to tell yoi/
where to spend your eight bucks.
I didn't pay for chis copy of Lou
Reed's New York, so far be it
from me to tell you to go out
and buy it. But do I like it? Yes.
New York is a fine record. We
all remember "Walk on the
Wild Side." For me, "Wild Side,"
along with the Ramones' "Rockaway Beach" and Springsteen's
NJ Turnpike ditties, defined the
New York heartland of American rock & roll.
"Wild Side" was the hit single
summation of Lou Reed's early
love affair with bohemian decadence. His new album is now
sitting on my record player, and
what's it like? Very political,
with a Village Voice approach
to issues (ie, utopian liberal)
and a Nancy Reagan/Prince
approach to drugs (ie, Lou says
'don't say yes' ),. This is a news, paper set to music. Lou's still
ranting, but he's ranting about
the injustice of New York's
downtrodden in a world of
"million dollar movies, $60,000
cars, and billion dollar rockets."
Lou's angry - it's just that he 's
not angry at his parents anymore. This is a long way from
the post-adolescent, pre-adult
decadence he used to praise as
frontman of the Velvet Underground.
By and large the music is first
rate. Of the fourteen songs at
least half are great. I think
everyone should get to listen
to "Good Evening Mr. Waldheim," "Dime Store Mystery,"
"Halloween Parade," and "Romeo Had Juliette."
The album is primarily about
present day New York City, so
I guess it helps if you know
something about New York
current events. But that's no
biggie. It helps more if you like
your rock straight, no chaser.
There's a little bit of country
_ (as essential to rock as garlic
is to Italian food). And there
are some great riffs - like those
on "Hold On" and "Romeo Had

Juliette."
Some of the songs are not
especially political. "Dime Store
Mystery" is a haunting piece
dedicated to "Andy-houey." I
think this one's about Warhol,
11.eed's patron in the early days
with the Velvets. But hey,
there's no way to know. The
lyrics on the number are opaque
enough that you can't say.
The supposedly untalented
Moe Tucker, the Velvet
drummer, came up to New York
to lend her expertise at primal
minimalist percussion on
"Dime Store Mystery" and also
on "Last Great American
Whale."
The lyrics are written offhandedly, like diary notes set
to free verse. A lot of lines might
be better with rhymes, but Reed
evidently doesn't want to get
stuck in that trap. When he
wants a thought hit home with
the str"ength of an aphorism,
he lets it rhyme: "I know this
feeling , I know it from before
/ Descartes through Hegel:
Belief is never sure."
"Good Evening Mr. Waldheim" is the catchiest tune on
the album. Reed demonstrates
just how nonpartisan his politics
are by raking at Jesse Jackson
for anti-Semitism. Lou also
sends up the Pope for visiting
Waldheim with li"nes sure to
please any recovering Roman
Catholics: "And Pontiff, pretty
Pontiff, can anyone kiss your
hand? Or is it just that you like
uniforms - and someone kissing '
your hand?"
There's also a lot of myth on
this record: "Last Great American Whale" is like the story of
Moses and the Pharoah, except
that here the Pharoah (which
is white America) has the last
say and the Whale (which is the
Savior_ of the Indians) is killed
by "some local yokel member
of the NRA." Maybe the song's
more like Moby Dick, but I never
read Moby Dick.
So back to whether you should
buy it or not. I would, but now
I don't have to. They stuck this
record in my hands and gave me
this nifty job. You should be so
lucky.
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Femm es Retur n

Mississippi Burni ng
By Marc A. Mamigonian
Let's get one thing straight:
it is not easy to make an "issue"
film, i.e., a film that attempts
to expose or penetrate some
social ill or another. Ir is almost
as difficult to review such a film .
The film in question in this
article is Alan Parker's Mississippi Burning, a fictionalized
account of the investigation
surrounding the murders of
three civil rights workers ( two
white, one black) in a small
Mississippi town in 1964. The
problem with criticizing such
a film is this: is the "Message"
of the film more important than
the objective quality of the film
itself? Or, for that matter,
should subject matter even enter
into the question?
I have always been of the
opinion that subject matter
should, ideally, never detract
from my opinion of a film that
is in all other ways brilliant (case
in point, Leni Reifenstahl's Nazi
glorification film The Triumph
of the Will, which was undeniably a work of genius). On the
other hand, I think there are
times when inherently powerful
subject matter can at least
partially redeem a film that has
little else to commend it (such
as The Accused, from last fall,
a deeply flawed film about rape).
Mississippi Burning, unlike
The Accused, is a film that has
many things to commend it,
including inherently powerful
subject mattter, but also many
important flaws that cannot be
overlooked simply because it
may have a "good message." A
good reference point for Mississippi Burning is a film from
late 1988, Costa-Gravas' Betrayed. Both deal with racism,
and both are similarly flawed,
although Mississippi Burning
overcomes these flaws more
successfully.
The film centers around two
FBI agents investigating the
murder of the three missing/ murdered civil rights
workers. One is a relatively
young, Kennedy era type idealist
(Willem Dafoe) who believes
the case can be taken care of via
regular Bureau policy. The other
is an older, less orthodox agent
(Gene Hackman) who grew up
in a similar small Mississippi

rown. and who uelieves more
extreme measures are needed
to get the townspeople to ralk.
He knows that some of them
know the truth, and he becomes
increasingly frustrated as Dafoe 's by-the-book procedures
turn up nothing. Everyone from
the mayor (played by Lee Ermey,
who gives a performance approaching the full boil intensity
of his drill sergeant in Full Metal
Jacket ) on down has a guilty
secret. Finally, Hackman convinces Dafoe to ler him rry his
own methods, which, as it turns
out, are only slightly less barbarous than those of the KKK
members who killed the three
men, and which eventually get
the desired result.
Here's the same old problem;
Parker never let's us forget that
this is message movie, instead
of letting us simply grasp what
would be an 't>bvious message
anyway. Racism is BAD. I am
not saying that such a message
goes without saying; I wish it
did. But Parker stacks the deck
and makes damn sure that we
get the point, with endless shots
of nobly .suffering blacks (or is
it African Americans now?) and
ugly, pimply faced, redrieck
whites, burning churches, burnipg crosses (I suppose the film
is called Mis sis sip pi Burning
for a reason, but Parker overuses
the metaphor a bit), and Dafoe's
incessantly self-righteous sermonizing (I knew that if I
waited long enough he'd pull
out the old "we're all guilty"
bit). Is Dafoe going to make a
career out of playingJesus Christ
or what?
Some other problems grew
but of the subject matter. There
has been some questioning
about the films distortion of
actual events; I'd rather not get
into that. But the handling of
these events does rankle at
times. Towards the end, when
Hackman finally got to use his
methods, which included brutality, threatened castration, and
even dressing up as the KKK,
and it seemed to be getting a
positive reaction from the audience, I had the same uncomfortable feeling I experienced
when I saw the crowds going
nuts over Ted Bundy's electrocution. Of course, what Bundy-

Violent Fem mes

and the racists in the film- did
was abhorrent and subhuman,
yer I still felt uneasy seeing the
same tactics used to crush chem
and people cheering ir. Perhaps
I am jusr too sensitive, one of
rhe "bleeding -heart, commie
pinko, Jew-loving, Norrhern
liberals" alluded to throughout
the film . Also , ir was a bir
dishearrening to once again see
the blacks/ African Americans
portrayed as noble, bur, when
you get right down to ir, ineffectual people who need rhe
white FBI men to come in an
save rhe day. This overlooks,
of course, all of rhe blacks in rhe
civil rights movement who
help~d their people. If you knew
nothing about the history of the
siruarion, you might chink at
the end that rhe crusading
whites/Caucasian Americans
had forever banished racism
from, at least, rhe town where
the film is ser. This, of course,
is far from true.
Lest it sound like I only found
negative things in Mississippi
Burning, it is necessary and
proper to point out the many
positives. Hackman is simply
brilliant, strongly reminiscent
of the Spencer Tracy of Bad Day
at Black Rock ( a truly great film
that also explores with greater
subtlety bur equal power the
"town with a guilty secret"
theme). Without an overabundance of biographical information, Hackman gees us inside
rhe character and makes us see
rhe necessity, it nor necessarily
the morality, of his methods .
The film is, generally, sensitively written, when it easily could
have indulged in truly wretched
excesses. Furthermore, Parker's
direction and the brilliant cinematography pack a wallop; he
has a flair for the dramatic
image, but he never forgers to
show the beauty that coexists
with the ugliness and violence.
Mississippi Burning is a powerful film and noteworthy both
for its dramatic virtues and
flaws, neither of which can, in
fairness, be overlooked. I won't
say the old "if it increases even
one person's awareness of racism in America then it is
worthwhile" spiel because I
don't really know if I believe
it. You make the call.

3
Slash/Warner Bros.
By Arthur Lizie
Many, many years ago, long
before MTV's Remote Control,
the Violent Femmes' debut
album kicked some much needed
-life into the underground music
scene. The music underground
took (and still takes) itself much
too seriously; the Femmes added
some spontaneity and enjoyment to the scene, joking about
ugly girlfriends, permanent
records and masturbation. They
were a fun band.
Behind the good rimes singer/ songwriter Gordon Gano
masked some serious problems:
emotional distress, suicidal tendencies, and basic insecurity.
He had the anxieties of a typcial
white, middle class American
male, bur, unlike most, he could
express his probfems in a semicomical· manner. He had some
growing up to do but at least
he got a few laughs on the way.
In the two years since the
disasterous The Blind Leading
The Naked LP, the Femmes
went their seperate ways to live,
learn and love as rhey saw fir.
Gano played guitar and sang
background vocals for The Mercy Seat, a rock/ gospel troupe.
Bassist/ guitarist Brian Ritchie
released a funky, adventerous
solo disc, The Blend, which went
unnoticed. Drummer Victor
Delorenzo stayed home and
watched Wheel of Fortune. The
time off has culminated in 3,
the band's latest album and their
strongest since the debut.
On 3 the Femmes have matured by capitalizing on their
strengths and realizing some
of their weaknesses. They have
returned to acoustic instruments
for the majority of the songs.
Gano's whinny mid-western
drawl proves a better counterpoint to the ressonant sound
of acoustic bass and guitar then
the sterile sting of overproduced
(blame the Talking Heads' Jerry
Harrison on Blind Leading .... )
electric instruments. There is

something primal in Gano's
voice which begs for a stripped
down sound.
In addition, they have revisited, with some twists, many of
the classic Femmes. themes.
"Nightn1ares" and "Dating
Days " both rouch upon the
anxieties of daring. On rhe
former Gano whines, "Ir seems
that the problem is very deep
/ 'Cause every time I cry to sleep
/ I have nightmares/ Thinkin'
about gettin' together with you."
On the latter, a gospel type raveup, Gano bemoans the fate of
getting rejected by "three women in thirty days." Poor Gordon.
Other recurring themes: 'Just
Lik_e My Father" hits upon an
Oedipal-type problem. "Fat"
touches upon the ups and downs
of life with an ugly girlfriend.
"Mother of A Girl" talks of the
transference of blame/ guilt
through familial lines.
The only problem the boys
run up against is when they
begin to take themsleves too
seriously. Call it Smiths disease.
"Nothing Worth Living For"
and "See My Ships," both slight,
country tinged numbers, suffer
from a lack of humor. Once
Gano switches from comical self
reflection to cackling world
issues, he begins to lose control.
He just doesn't come across
"serious" very well. He is a man
of personal, not global, policies.
Musically the star is bassist
Ritchie; as Heart would say,
"He's a magic man, mama." He
can play rings around most bass
players (we'll give Mike Watt
some consideration) and still
has time for a good cup of coffee.
He is man .our of time on "Just
Like My Father." Ritchie is a
musical wonder, and we're not
talkin' Lionel Ritchie.
Many people wrote the Violent Femmes off after The
Blind Leading The Naked, myself included. The charm had
worn off; they seemed more
interested in fame and smugness
then good music. 3 proves these
theories wrong. 3 is a pleasant
surprise.

Amnesty
(continued from page 15)

@ ~i _
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This weeks Comedy Night, held in the Mub Pub, features Tony V. The fun will begin at 9:00
this Wednesday night ..Tickets cost $3 for students and $5 for non-students.

1

Tribe did all the favorite~ off Home" can be heard on WBCN
their self-titled EP: "Abori:," and WFNX.
with lyrics like, "Tossing and
Amnesty member Cindy Maturning as your sheets wrap thieson called the show a sucaround you, and your breathing cess. She hopes that it has made
is peaceful, but your sleep is people more aware of' Amnesunsettling." The song is lush ty's plight ro publicize the
and moody. It swirls around in . injustices of certain governyour brain till you feel like you ments who jail and threaten the
are having a mental orgasm. human rights of people often
The song is just wonderful.
imprisoned only for expressing
As successful as Tribe is with their beliefs. The group writes
these moody songs they can also letters to various leaders of
rock. With their cutting guitar countries to pressure and emlicks and crashing drums, lis- barrass them .into releasing the
tening to a Tribe pow-wow is prisoners.
like riding through a carwash
Janet La Valley of Tribe said
of thunder and lightning. The the band was glad to help out
band is incredibly powerful live. and that they are "more or less
Their mix of the surreal and politically aware." She said, "We
power rock takes over you and lik.:: to do benefits for causes we
puts you in a trance. The beat think are worthy and where they
, is literally infectious--it causes make sense for us--ones that
your feet and legs to tingle until make a difference."
you have to be up dancing on
Anyone interested in joining
them. At least that was the effect the campus chapter of Amnesty
it had on half the audience, and International can attend their
myself.
meetings in Hamilton Smith,
Tribe's whole set was mas- room 128 on the first Wednesterful. Their EP is a muse-have, day of every month.
and their latest release, "Daddy's
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Harrison Ford
is John Book.
A big city cop. A small country boy.
They have nothing in common
... but a murder.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2nd
.7:00 and 9:30 pm

·-

~

MUB Strafford Room 1

--

tickets $1 students / $2 non-students

,Balfour College RingsSomething To\\nte
Home About!
(AndA Way To Dolt!)

•

♦

. 111~

SENATE

foR
1 SPRING

1989

!

FREE!

A.T. Cross Pen
and Pencil SetA $34 Value!
Purchase any men's or
women's 14 karat or 10
karat gold Balfour College
. Ring, and receive a Black
Classic A. T. Cross pen and pencil

Applications for Commuters _and

set-free.
Your Authorized Balfour Representative:

i!lilii i~ili

office} room 130J MUB. Resident Hall

Will be ~n the ~UB balcony
Wednesday, February 1st
Thursday, February 2nd
Friday, February 3rd

10am - 3pm

Balfour®College Class Rings
No one remembers in so many ways.

!.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEB. 3RD.

♦
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MOTHER. GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
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MARCH 13-17

HOLY SCREENPRINT
Wei/ Robin,
BATMAN!
· the bat computer
Where's the best place says ROYAL TEES in Dover!

SPRING BREAK

LEARN~Q
BARTENDING
EARN EXTRA INCOME OR -

land a good summer job
quantity discourf pricing
---•- ----

~

---

GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL Irs
EASY AND FUN. TEL. (603) 659 - 3718
■ CERTIFICATE AWARDED ■ DAY OR EVENING CLASSES II EASY
PAYMENT PLAN
■
CONVENIENT PARKING
■
FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE JI. JOB SEARCH
GUIDANCE ■

Durham Location: 38 Main St.
Campus rep.: Paul Miller

868-6352

,, , -646
7 9
5
~

155 Portland A -. Dom, New Hampehire

ft.Jt.i~.~-~.t.

g~~RITE
~.~.!!,q,Qu~
TODAY
84 Main Street
Newmarket, N.H. 03857

I

I
.l
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SAL£
1981 Honda Civic Hatchback, Very Good
Condition, 5-speed, AM-FM cassette (New
Brakes, clutch, exhaust system) $1 ,250
Call 207 -384 -5516
84 JEEP - CJ-7 , 4x4 soft top . Must sell.
Call Jeff- Days 433-6139, nites 436-9106.
44K miles AM-FM stereo.
Stereo amplifier for sale. Sansai AU -555A.
40 Watts per channel. Also lafayette tuner,
Asking $50 . Call Doug 868 - 1064 (N) or
868-1095 (D).
For Sale -RCA Color T.V. , exc ellent cond ,
Huge 23" screen $250 or B.O. Call or stop
by NOW. Jen, 868 -9924, 29 Madbury
1985 Ply Horizon , Spec . Ed ition , 2.2
ltr,AT,PS,PB,Digital AM/FM Cassette, 48K
miles, Excell. Cond . $3200-obo (603 )742 7552
1985 Dodge Charg er,2 .21tr., AT, PS , PB ,
Dig ital AM/FM Cassette, New Tires , 61 K
miles, Excell. Cond. $3000-obo (603)7427552

f-8P

VIMED

Part-time secretary , approx imately 15
hours per week (flexible). Basic office ski ll s
required , no shorthand or computers . Some
light bookkeeping possible but not required.
Send resume to New Generation, Inc. P.O.
Box 676, Greenland, NH 03840. 436-4989
for further details.
DRUMMERS! audition for massive Boston
rock n roll band, BULLET LA VOLT A. Make
records, tour the U.S./Europe, do the punk
rock thing . Must be able to hit hard, but
with soul and grace. Call Tom, (6170 437 0684.
Night time staff worker for shelter home
for women in crisis pregnancy. Responsibilities include evening supervision of
up to 5 resident women (18 years) and up
to two infants . Hours would be approximately 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 a .m. (some
flexibility) Monday through Friday and some
weekends. Applicant is free to hold other
employment during the week . Compen sation is free room and board. Please send
resume to New Generation, Inc. P.O. Box
676 , Greenland , NH 03840. For further
details - 436-4989.
Resort Hotels,Cruiselines, Airlines, &
Amusements Parks, NOW accepting applicatiions for spring and summer jobs ,
internships, and career positions. For more
infomation and an appication;write National
Collegiate Recreation Service; PO Box
807 4; Hilton Head SC 29938.
Management Positions - Gain valuable
experience while still earning great money.
Last summer's average pay was $8000.00.
Possitions filling quickly. For more information plec1se call 1-800-922-5579 or 508481 -5504 and leave a message for Jeff
Millar.

The proponion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of those w ith
grammar set 1001 education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.
Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than ove rdrinking . The effects may be additive and
they may interact in unknown ways .
Overdose and/or death is more possible.
Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious. blacking out is
a memory lapse . More info call Hea lth
Services at 862-3823
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative empact
on self, others or property. For some people,
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More info call Health Services
at 862 -3823
The leading cause of death for 18 -24 year
old s is drunk driving . We are the only age
group with an increasing death . Don 't let
yours e lf or your fr iends become part of
the statistics . Call Health Servi c es 8623823 for more info.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ... feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862 - 3405 ; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer , Dean
of St~dents Office 862-2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862 - 1313; Marianne For tescue, Student Activities 862- 1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862 -2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 862 2050.
If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for
AIDS . For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health Education and Pro motion, Health Services Center, UNH . 8623823.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
for AIDS. For free , anonymous and non judgemental AIDS antibody _counseling
and/ or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823.
Alcoholism has been called "the most
serious drug problem": due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
' organs, and the large number of fatalities
and victims resulting from accidents or
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862 - 3823.
Health Services for more info.
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing , call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823

For a great summer job in June ... apply for
the Freshman Orientation staff. Applications in Dean of Students Office and at MUB
Info desk. Deadline Feb. 8.

If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you amy be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing , call
the office of health Education and Promotion , He.alth Services Center, UNH , 8623823

HEALTH
5ERV1CE5

If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 862 3823

"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
away the performance," Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decisions making . Call Health Services
·
862-3823 for more info.
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself.
Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day . More people have been killed in
alcohol-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.
Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine. If you control
your consumption, you won't get a han- ·
gover.

If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion , Health Services Center, UNH 862 3823

HOLl51NG
Must Rent- 1 space available, over Store
24 . $210 a month. You Don 't Pay For Heat!
Will ing to discuss rent. Call Chris 868-5190.
Roommate needed to share 4".: bedroom
apartment with three females. $210/month
plus utilities. Contact Kim at 742-0247.

Female roommates needed-Coops Apt S9 Durham, single bedroom funrished,
double available also, fireplace, sndeck,
parking , $260/mo. Heat included. Call nowt
868-6062.
Needed - Female non-smoker to share
room . New condo in Dover 6 mi from
campus $300/mo includes utilities. Call
Jenn 749-4031.

LOST$
fOLJND
Found: Young female cat Golden brown
bl end , black -tipped tail. Found in Durham
fac ulty area. Call 868-1444 or 67~::_~

P£iWNAL5
Barb, - Wher e' s my mousse, you wanton
hus~y? You know I can't go out without
my moussei Ooh, I want to scratch your
eyes out! .Love, Bill
Sue- When are you going to stay over ?
I'm so in love with you, I want to hold you!
John
Write for LAPHOS, The New Hampshire 's
new humor supplement. It's fun, it's easy,
and it beats the hell out of writing news .
Plus you can make fun of the Student Press.
And if that doesn't get you writing , nothing
will.
Andy, Thanks for a Happy Year! I love you
a bunch! "Eebeebee." Love, Sue
Don't forget to order your class ring. Do
it this week in the MUB with Balfour.
Wednesday, Feb 1, Thursday, Feb 2, and
Friday, Feb 3!
Balfour Ring Company is in the MUB
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. It's never
too late!!! Order your class ring NOW from
Balfour and receive a cross pen from
Balfour.
Ring' Ring! Ring! Your class ring, that is!
Order it now with Balfour!
To whoever put the pencil through the
forehead of George Bush in that picture
on the wall in The New Hampshire office:
You 're a godless commie and I hope you
move to Russia soon to live with all the
godless commies there . Have fun waiting
in the bread lines , comrade . Long live
democracy, jerk!

--

-

Loretta - Sorry about the mix-up. I really
thought you knew about the weekend in
Stowe. While it 's true I caroused and
debased myself with various and sundry
women, I realize that you are my one and
only true tu11e. I have pledged to dedicate
my life to you. Starting next Tuesday. Yours
in monogamy (next week, anyway), John

Wake n Bake- in beautiful Negril, Jamaica.
Unbelievable Spr ing Break packages
starting at $439. Call Sun Splash Tours
at 1-800-426-771 O.

Gary (you know)- our apologies for standing
you up last saturday night--sometimes we
can be real shit-heads! But you now have
four beautiful women indebted to you , not
a bad trade off, wouldn 't you say?

Synonym; pure ... unadulterated .. . Americana, distilled into ROCK 'N' Roll. Answer:
MAX CREEK, Fri. Feb. 1 0 at 8 pm in the
Granite Room, MUB. Buy tickets NOW at
the MUB ticket office!!
Lori - I will love you until the end of time .
Ah yes , I remember those romantic walks
on the beach last week . I froze my nads
off . My dreams are filled with visions of
you stabbing me in the big toe (right foot)
with a 6 inch carving knife. Hmm, on second
thought, I don't ever want to see you again.
Respectfully yours, Andy
IIITHE OSCARS!!I All entries at 6-2 Mill Road
were wonderful and the decision was
difficult, but the winners are:
Best Animation : FRAN L. for his " Revealing
Secrets" I guess you never know someone
until hB drops his drawers
Best Comedy: Denny and Pat for " Lizard
Faces " the second half was ok, too .

Bess - Lucky for you, I already had chicken
pox or you 'd be hearing from my lawyers.
Though I do sympathize with your plight.
It's kind of like lying on your stomach while
a lawn mower shears off the Dack of your
head. Not pleasant.
Attention : Anyone who stands under my
5th floor Stoke window tonight at exactly
12:03 a.m. will be doused in three gallons
of blue cheese dressing
Don 't miss out on the Peak. Be at Jay with
the UNH Ski Club Feb . 3 - 5. Fulfill the
tradition , Party on the Peak with the hottest
club on campus . Sign up Nowl Office Hours:
Mon, Tues 9-4 , Table Hours Wed , Thurs
11 -1 . Questions? 862-1013.
Dear Jay, Thanks for the intense Peak!
Experience the best with Jayt
Th& grt' at Peak will rise again this year'

SERVICES

Best Dressed / Undressed: All the men who
locked themselves in my room -I 'm sorry
I walked in too soon 1
Best Special Effects: Casey for whatever
he did out the window and Bonesy for his
innovative use of vegetables.
Actually everyone deserves a prize, es pecially Leigh for having a Birthday, and
Loren, Laura, Kim and all the Extras. Just
wait until next time!
Hey kids, write personals. Otherwise you'll
have to read all those boring ones about
alcohol abuse, tviUSO events and lost
notebooks. And what kind of life is that?
TIE-DYE PARTY TONIGHTl!I 9ish , penthouse lounge' Can't be seen wearing tiedye? Do your underwear!!! YOU bring the
munchies!!!
Using alcohol responsibly means not
puking on or around people in your general
vicinity. Please, if you have to blow chunks,
do it outside. A message from the Society
of People Named Roberto
To w~oever stole my left shoe: I will dance
on your grave. With one shoe on.

SPRING BREAK- Great Price. Party in
Florida/Panama/Daytona $199-$219 Ca!I
,Joni 868-1637 /659-3198

Wanted: all those interested in a litle
musical inspiration-the overflowing sound
of MAX CREEK - Fri. Feb. 10 at 8 pm in the
Granite Room, MUB.

Lesbian Support group: discuss common
problems, issues and experiences in a
friendly, confidential atmosphere. Meetings
each Tuesday at 8:30 pm in the Health
Services Resource Room.

Katy- Are you single yet? We'll have to go
celebrate,(or is it drown your sorrows???)
So many men, so little tim~ . Keep telling
yourself that!! -Your only ex-roomie who
could burp without shame.

fVlUSO photograpny ,snow ottering c reative
portraiture to stud ents and nor-"lvJents .
Portraits are afl origianl and of an e,:;xessive nature which can be taken in various
outdoor locations on campus . All work is
oompleted on finely crafted black and white
prints . $20 includes all costs. For more
info or portfolio review contact Michael
Borcnafdt at MUSO 862 - 1485 Rm 148 in
the MUB.

- - - - - -- - - - --

DOG WALKING- Don't have time to walk
your pup? I'm an animal - loving student
who want a pet but can 't afford one yet!
Call Sarah at 862-1323 Wednesdays 12-

3.
What make for exc iting, fulfilling realtion ships? For a free amil survey, write :
Relationships, Box 5142 , Station A, W1tkesBarre, PA 18710
Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on Route 155 in Lee. New stables.
Only 3 miles from campus . Full board for
$200 per month . Call Bill at 868-2134 or
Steve at 868-1480. Evenings best. Keep
trying.
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc. Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return .
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
Typing/Word Processing- Professional
Quality, Guaranteed Results, spelling
accuracy included . Call Dover 742-2037.

SPRING BREAK! GREAT PRICE!! PARTY
IF DATONA,FLORIDA/PANAMA. Call: Jor:ii
868-1637

WELCOME BACK,

To Jim, Brad and the snowman- OF ALL
THE UNMITTIGATED GALL! Fun weekend!
Thanks guys!! With love, BEER WENCH
1 AND BEER WENCH 2.

,~.~,6-2!!!

Lady Di - If I get one more phone call from
Immigration, I'll burn your calling card

~00-e;,

Scaldy - Looks like Team Hairless could
use an extra winger or two. You're hideous!
And please refrain from opening the fargen
windows, you reptile
To the DJ of Apt 22 and the future DJ of
KOST - keep spinn in' the hot tunes, and
while you're wai:ing, watch out for those
women in storm trooper uniforms stealing
men 's cologne from Filene 's! - another
message from the infamous BEER
WENCHES (p.s. you can cook your hot dogs
in our kitchen any time, but be sure to bring
the Velveeta next time')
DUNDEE - - So, do you wanna watch
Ghost Busters .... or would you rather do
somethinq else? Hee hee.
Scott, Beth , Mike, Lynnie, Ray, Karen,
Miehe, and Maria- HI GUYS! Love, El
Hey Fel- hi guyt Love, me.

Female roommate , non-smoker, wanted
to share one bedroom apartment. Walk
to campus (behind SAE) Contact Anna 8686270

CREW SHIRTS FOR SALE - BLUE $10,
WHITE $12/ Sizes S,M , L, XL. Contact
RAISIN Rm 218 Hall House or at 862-4427
For your purchase

Durham: immediate availability, 1 bedroom
apartment on Garrison Ave behind SAE
Call Dave 868-3571

If anyone finds the contact lens I lost last
week in the Field House swimming pool,
I'd appreciate it if they gave it back. Now.

,,

SF';-:ING BREAK NASSAU/PARA,DISE
ISLAND FROM $299.00-Package includes
roundtrip air, transfers, 7 mights hotel ,
beach parties, free lund, cruise, free
admission to nightclubs, taxes and moret!I
Cancun packages also available!! Organize
small gorup, earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113
or (203) 967 -3330

Dinny-Bird

New Hampshire

P~!~~Ks
T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319
Autumn _Ponj Park, Rt. 101 Greenland, hi.H.
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NATIONAL
STUDENT
EXCHANGE
NEVADA

ALABAMA

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of Nevada-Reno
NEW JERSEY
Rutgers College. Rutgers University
Trenton State College
.
William Paterson College of New Jersey

. Alabama State University
University of Alabama

ARIZONA
Northern Arizona University

CALIFORNIA

California State Polytechnic University. Pomona
California State University, Bakersfield
_.
California State University, Chico
California State University, Dominguez Hills
California State University, Fresno
Califor.1id State University, Northridge
California State University, San Bernardino
Humboldt State University
Sonoma State University

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Unive~ilv of New Hampshire
NEW MEXICO
Eastern New Mexico University
. New Mexico State University
University of New Mexico
NEW YORK
SUNY Center at Stony Brook
SUNY College at Buffalo
SUNY College at Potsdam

COLORADO .
Universitv of Northern Colorado
Western State College of Colorado

NORTH CAROLINA

East Carolina University•
North Carolina State University
University of North Carolina at Charlotte

CONNECTICUT
Eastern Connecticut State University

Oft ~WARE

.

OHIO

,niversity of Delawi:sre
Ft ,fUDA
University of South Florida

Bowling Green State University

OREGON .
Eastern Oregon State College
Oregon State University
Portland State University
Southern Oregon State _College·
University of Oregon

GEORGIA
University of Georgia

HAWAII
University of Hawaii at Hilo
University of Hawaii at Manoa

PENNSYLVANIA

IDAHO

East Stroudsburg University of
Pennsylvania
.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
West Chester University

Boise State University

University of Idaho

IWNOIS,,
Illinois State University
Northeastern IJ!inois University

PUERTO RICO
Humacao University Coliege
Universit>' of Puerto Rico. Rio Piedras
RHODE ISLAND
Rhode Island C91lege
Universitv of Rhode Island
SOUTH CAROLINA
College of Charleston
University of South Carolina
Winthrbp College
SOUTH DAKOTA
Northern State College
South Dakota State University
University of South Dakota

INDIANA
Indiana University-Purdue University
at Fort Wayne

IOWA
University of Northern Iowa

KANSAS
Fort Hays State University;
Pittsburg State University
KENTUCKY
·
Murra)/ State University

MAINE
University of Maine
:
.
·university of Maine at Farmingwn
University of Southern Maine

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
University of the Virgin Islands
UTAH
University of Utah
Utah State University
WISCONSIN
University of Wisconsin-Ea·u Claire
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
University of Wisconsin-River Falls
WYOMING
University of Wyoming

MARYLAND
Towson State University
University of Maryland
MASSACHUSETTS
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
University of Massachusetts at Boston
MICHi GA:'~
Oakland University
MINNESOTA
Moorhead State University ,
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

MONTANA
Montana State Univer .,;ty
University of Montana
NEBRASKA
Kearney State College

INFORMATION MEETING:

,..

Thursday, February 2nd
12:30 Forum Room Library

INFORMATION ALSO AVAILABLE:
Dean of Students Office - Huddleston Hall

862-2050

,,,
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'Cats count on Counts
By Kevin Connelly
Anyone who has ever played
the game of basketball knows
its trials and tribulations. They
have witnessed its last second
heroics and its strings of losses.
UNH senior Derek Counts is
no exception.
Counts is playing his fourth
and final season of Wildcat
b2.sketball. Though the string
of losses out number the last
second heroics, he has endured
the hardships, and enjoyed the
sparce victories.
"Yeah, it is disappointing
having suffered so many defeats,
I would be lying if I said no,"
Counts said. "You always want
to win, but we haven't been able
to do that. It's painful, but there
is something to be learned from
losing,"
There is no better place to
learn that message then here
in Durham where the faces in
the crowd are few and familiar,
to go along with the victories.
His most memorable mo, ment was the stunning upset
over number one ranked Siena
in the ECAC North Atlantic
Conference tournament last
season. The Wildcats knocked
off Siena as they were powered
by Counts' 26 points and 11
rebounds performance.
"That was my most gratifying
moment in basketball here at
UNH," said the 5'10" point
guard. "It just shows that an_ything can happen on any given

night."
During his four year reign,
Counts has observed first hand
most of those things that can
happen. He has seen the buzzer
beaters deflate the 'Cats, and
he has produced a couple himself. Two weeks ago he sank
ten footer in the final seconds
to lift the Wiidcats over Niagara
to end a 13 game losing streak.
Not only his physical abilites
standout, but his leadership
qualities are also recognized by
his teammates.
"He is a team leader. We look
to him to take over in crunchtime," said freshman Jeff Carr. .
"He is a catalyst on the team.
When he's on, the whole team
plays well," added guard Jim
Stephenson.
The victory raised the 'Cats'
win total to two, and after a
couple of tough losses to Northeastern and Colgate the Wildcats stand at 2-16.
What keeps the team's morale together after such a dismal
year?
"We realize the potential we
have," the New York native
said. "It would be a lot harder
to come to practice if we were
always being blown out. But
we' re not, we are in the games
until the end, and we keep
working to g_et that victory."
His senior season has been
filled with publicity for the
whole team and coach Gerry
Friel, from Sports Illustrated

a

and ABC Sports to letters from
the governor. Coach Friel has
justified his losing seasons by
the lack of recruiting money for
the basketball program.
C~unts is one of Friel' s graduatrng players, and admits that
he is thankful for what basketball did for him. Counts grad-·
uates in May from the School
of Liberal Arts
"I will be graduating this year,
and I received my education
through basketball on a scholarship," Counts said. "It has
helped me socially and I've been
able to travel through it. I could
have gone to another school
with a winning program, but
I actually wanted to come here
for the academics rather than
basketball.''
With his final season coming
co an end, he will leave the
school with one record in the
books (most freethrows made
in a game, 16), but more impor~.. fr;:•::•«-••· ❖C••'•'•'''•
tantly he will have the education, lessons, and memories
Despite playing on a losing team, senior basketball star Derek
received from the school.
"We have learned ·a lot as a Counts has no regrets. (Mike Stinson photo)
team," Counts said. "The continuous losing has brought our
team closer together, just like
winning does."
With a close knit team the
'Cats could find thems:lves
staging another upset this year
in the tournament. Wouldn't
it be fitting for Counts co end
By Liz Lerner
his career on that note?
The women's track team qualifying time, but she did help
placed third with 104.5 points _ her 800-meter relay team qualify
in the Bates International Tour- for the New Englands. The
nament on Saturday. Dartmouth other runners on that winning
swept the meet with 203 win- t~am were Tami Grange, Kim
ning points and host school Cilley and Karen Cote.
Tami Graser and Kristen
Bates finished last with 57.5
enough
was
swing
pomt
ten
The
Grange continued their success
points.
for the victory.
Some outstanding perfor- by qualifying for the New Eng"It is more unfortunate that
were given by members lands in their individual events
mances
Petersen is out for the season
than us losing the match," of the 200-meter relay team the 1000-yard run and the 200~
Urguhart said. "He is in the top which qualified for the New meter run.
Karen Wenmark garnered
three in New England in his England Championships with
place finishes in the
second
winning
This
1:47:48.
of
time
a
weight class, and it's very disrelay team consisted of Alli shotput and 20 pound weight.
appointing."
Wildcats Jim Marcotte (150 Wannop, Christy Downing, In the shot Wenmark set a new
lb.), Todd Burchard (167 lb.), Kristen Grange, and Kerri personal record with a throw
of 36' 7". In the weight she set
Nate Baldasaro (177 lb.), Mark Fortier.
Wannop also qualified for the a new UNH record with her
Perkins (190 lb.), and Rocco
S~race (heavy weight) all posted New Englands in the 600-yard throw of 48' 7.5".
The women's next meet is at
run.
wms.
this Saturday against
ho1:1e
Dawn
run,
800-meter
the
In
was
match
Island
"The Rhode
a little frustrating," Urguhart Enterlein just barely missed the Mame.
said. "Hopefully we'll get some
of our wrestlers back for the
Northern New Eng lands on
Saturday. If we are healthy we
should be able to win that
tournament."
The 'Cats take their 12-2
record on the road ro compete
in the 12 team tournament on
February 4.

Women 's track
places third

_Wrestle rs split contest s
By Kevin Connelly
The UNH wrestling team
came away with a split decision
Friday night at Lundholm Gymnasium. They defeated Western
New England College 23-13 in
the opener, but suffered their
second setback of the season in
a 24-17 loss to Rhode Island
College.
UNH Co-captain Mike Caracci set the school record for
career victories with 101, breaking former teammate Paul
Schwern's mark. The 118-pound
s·enior won decisively (20-5) to
capture the record.
The 'Cats followed Caracci's
lead receiving victories from
Kevin Beland (134 lbs.), Mark
Perkins ( 190 lbs.) and heavy
weight Rocco Sorace.
The Wildcats were limited
in their attack due to some
untimely sickness, and the resting of some players.

"Our lineup wasn't at full
strength. We were resting some
people and some were sick," said
head coach Jim Urguhart. "I
thought we had enough good
players to win both matches
going into the night."
The mixture of reserves and
starters carne away with a hard
earned victory at the expense
of Western New England.
They were not as fortunate
in the nightcap, losing 24-17
in a disapppointing match.
"Paul Petersen'.s match was
the turning point in that one.
He was up 21-8 with 25 seconds
left. We were insured four
points, and had a possibility for
5 points in a superior match,"
Urguhart commented. "He
went for a move and fell wrong
twisting his knee."
Petersen could not finish the
match and was forced to lose
on a technical default. The loss
gave Rho~e Island six poi~ts.

Men trackste rs
nipped by Rams
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By Liz Lerner
meter dash and the mple jump.
Barney Bar romeo took first
. The men's track team was up ·
against some stiff competition place in the 55m dash and
over the weekend as they suf- finished second in the 200m
fered their first loss of the dash as well as the long jump.
Daryl Covell won the 500m
season against Rhode Island on
run with a time of 1:04:09.
Friday afternoon.
"Rhode Island is probably one Covell also anchored the winof the five best teams in New ning 3200m relay.
Freshman pole vaulter Eric
England," according to Coach
Walt Chadwick, "and we gave Eastman had an exceptional
them a good meet in scoring 71 jump of 14 feet which qualified
him for the New England Chamto their 73 points."
Some outstanding perfor- pionships.
,The men's 1600m relay team
mances were given by Randy
Hall in the 1500-meter run and will travel ro New York City on
the 1000-meter run. Hall broke Friday evening to compete in
his old school record set last the Mill Rose Games, which are
February with a time of 3:52:02 considered a premier major
national meet. The remainder
in the 1500m.
Garret Velasquez performed of the team will compete against
especially well in his three Dartmouth in Hanover, NH on
events: the long jump, the 55- Friday.
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Colgate drops Wildcat s
By J. Russell Pabst

head coach Gerry Friel and his
Wildcats as they continued to
men's basketball teams' chances have difficulties shooting from
to make the North Atlantic the field (47 percent for the
Conference Playoffs, the Colgate game) as well as from the
University Red Raiders proved charity stripe (47.6 percent).
The Colgate lead climbed to
to be the better two win team
when Jonathan Stone fin10
with an ugly 72-66 victory in
the not so comfortable confines ished off a break with a dunk,
of Lundholm Gymnasium on and Friel quickly called a time
out to try to stop che Raiders
Saturday night.
The home loss was the 12th from running away and hiding.
The time out sparked the
straight for the Wildcats, whose
offense, which would
UNH
last home win came against
Colgate on February 7, 1988. then score on four consecutive
The Raiders have now won four trips down the floor. Colgate
of the past five meetings be- went into a minor slump of their
own for the next eight minutes,
tween the two schools.
The 'Cats came out running, and the lead was cut to three
opening with a six point run on when Counts sank two free
a Keith Carpenter jump hook, throws.
Armstrong continued to be
a Joe Spitale reverse lay up, and
a couple of free throws from the 'Cat-killer when he canned
Derek Counts. Counts' free a three pointer that for all
throws were courtesy of the intents and purposes hammered
Colgate bench which gm called the last nail in the Wildcat
for a technical foul just two coffin.
Before it was through, the
minutes into the game.
lead swelled to 15
Colgate
Colgate pulled within two of
the lead on six unanswered points, and if it wasn't for The men's basketball team battled it out with Colgate, but lost to be left alone in the North
points, but Counts knocked "Garbage Time" buckets by Atlantic Conference cellar. (Tony Cafaro photo)
home a three pointer that Hammer and Tim Lewis the
pushed the lead up to a safe five eventual six point loss would •HOOPSl(continued from page 24)
points. It did not last for long. have been a lot worse.
Kinney proved to be an im- markable passing aoi11ty.
Although his team played aggressive steal.
After trading hoops, Colgate
In overall conference stats,
force; the Northeastpenetrable
kept
effort
team
quick
was
powerful
Friel
A
horrendously,
co-captain David Crittenden
Kinney ranks first in individual
canned a three-point bomb of to give credit where credit was the Wildcats ahead until with ern defense could not contain
one minute left in the game NU her inside play. Her efforts were scoring (24.2 ppg), first in field
his own and it was back to a two due.
"I give all the credit for this pulled ahead 62-61. Donlon recognized when she was named goal percentage (.539), second
point game.
in rebounding (8.7), and third
In the-next three minutes the game co Colgate, they're not as came right back by sinking a Seaboard Conference Player of in free throw percentage (.736).
26.3
averaged
Kinney
Week.
the
co
seconds
28
with
Wildcats would outscore the bad as people think they are," clutch shot
Dorsch stands eighth in inpoints and nine rebounds over
Red Raiders 10 to 4 and post Friel said. "We didn't play well, go.
scoring ( 11.8 ppg),
dividual
3
2
scored
and
games
three
Northeaston
fouled
well.
Kinney
very
an eight point 25-17 lead with and Colgate played
in rebounding (7),
seventh
over
victory
the
in
points
crucial
bring
to
possesion
next
ern's
together
things
cwo
chose
Put
just under 12 minutes left in the
point percentage
three
in
second
Northeastern.
line
the
to
Blacke
Charlene
s
NU'
.
say
to
loss
tough
a
was
first half. Then the game turned and it
and fourth in steals (2.3 ).
(.400),
anothwas
Dorsch
Deb
Junior
Forremaining.
seconds
4
with
least."
the
ugly for UNH, as they would
UNH will host University of
With UNH sporting an un- tunately for the Wildcats she er key player. She scored 13
only be able to muster eight
Maine, the current leader of the
high
game
a
down
pulled
points,
New
gave
and
confershot
the
(1-8
2-16
missed
impressive
the
of
points in the final 11:50
ence) record, and seemingly in Hampshire a well earned vic- nine rebounds, blocked five Seaboard Conference, Wedneshalf.
Huskie shots and showed re- day night at 7 p.m.
control of the cellar of the NAC, tory.
several
missing
With UNH
and
3
(now
Colgate
to
loss
the
opportunities, the lead began
to diminish rapidly as Colgate's 12, 2 and 5 NAC) dampened the
Jay Armstrong (14 first half hopes of Coach Friel to make
points) began to fill the hoop the NAC playoffs in what could
with an array of jumpers and turn out to be his final year on
lay ups. Within four minutes, the Durham campus.
"This win had potential for
the game was tied at 27 apiece.
- Tommy Hammer hit a "trey" the tournament ... it's tough on
that put the Cats up for the last the kids," said Friel.
The near future does not look - By Liisa Reimann
of 181.45 - 178.15 total points,
time, as they watched the Red
Goodspeed feels with some
On Sunday, the UNH gym- and raising their record to 3- but
bright for the 'Cats who
too
Raiders outscore them 21 to 8
o n it "will become a
attenti.
against
competed
1.
over the last 12 minutes of traveled to Siena last night, and nasties team
event as we go along."
strong
Both teams performed very The winner there was Robyn
the half. At intermission Col- then will face a surprising Pittsburgh's Lady Panthers and
new
a
setting
top,
Vermont squad in Burlington came out on
impressively in all four events.
gate lead 38-33.
scoring
with a final score In the vaulting, Coach Gail Borchers of Pittsburgh
on Saturday night.
ThP fr11c::trMinn continued for
a 9.30, w·hile our own Diane
· •-- ----------•w-------"•-•------w::----❖•--->•-•❖------•---::•<;,,,,,-,❖•❖•-c;-,,,-.,c_,,,,,;;,_,;_,_J_,~,,;,.,,,;,_ _ ;::,,;:; _ ;,;:;_❖~- ❖•-•-•:--,,:,_ :,:,:_,,_:_\_::,:,:_: : ,:,_, _:,.: : ,_,; ;::.
Goodspeed was "thrilled" with Aubut came in close behind with
freshman Lori Brady's front a 9.25.
handspring and front someOn the floor exercise, Goodsrsault which earned her a win- peed was "absolutely thrilled"
ning score of 9.35.
when all six competing Wildcats
Coach Goodspeed says Brady scored 9.0's and above. Lori
is already one of the best gym- Brady won the floor with a
nasts in the country, and with superb routine, which included
her clean, strong moves is · a beautifully executed double
expected to contribute much co pike somersault, earning a 9.30.
the team. Second in the event Kelly Marks, also of UNH, tied
was Pittsburgh's Carrie Carne- for second place with Pittssale, and third UNH's Susie burgh's Carrie Car.nesale at 9.20.
Quinlan whose vault was a halfAll the Wildcats performed
twist onto the horse with a strongly, with Lori Brady windouble-twist dismount. Tied at ning the meet with an allfourth place were Betsy And- around score of 37.05, just 0.25
erson of UNH, and Gina Vene- away from the current UNH
zia of Pittsburgh. In ·the overall record held by Diane Carlin.
event score, Pittsburgh lost by Lady Panther Carrie Carnesale
0.3 to UNH's 45.0 points.
came second with a total of
On the uneven parallel bars, 36.50, and in third and fourth
Pittsburgh was solid and very place were Wildcats Kelly
impressive, although UNH had Marks and Susie Quinlan with
a higher overall level of diff i- scores of 35.95 and 35.70 respecculty, scoring 48.0 to their 45.0. tivley.
There was a three-way tie at 9.4
The next home meet is the
between Lori Brady and Diane UNH Invitational on Saturday,
Aubut of UNH, and Pitts- February 4, at 7:00 p.m. Taking
burgh's Jeannie Vecchio. The place in the Lundholm Gym as
clean swinging routines of the usual, it will be the biggest meet
UNH team made Coach Goods- of the year with returning
peed "generally very pleased."
Invitational Champs Michigan
Susie Quinlan and the rest of the gymnastics squad teamed up to defeat Pittsburgh and set
On the balance beam, the State, and also Iowa and Iowa
Wildcats were a little wobbly State.
a new total point record in the process. (Ed Datti photo)
with four hits and two misses,
In a game that could turn out

to be very pivotal in the UNH

Gymnas ts soar over Pitt
}Cats set new point record

.,.
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Sp o~
Wildc at OT goal
stops Terri ers
collecting" as many for the
second period.
With UNH holding a 2-0
lead BU came alive in the third
peri~d. The Terriers unloaded
14 shots on Morrison in the final
stanza, with many more missing
the cage or being blocked by
Wildcat defenders. The 'Cats
could only muster four shots on
Fish.
BU evened the score with two
goals less than one minute apart.
Dave Sacco scored at 5:54, and
his brother, Joe, beat Morrison
at 6:48 of the third.
It seemed as if UNH was
going to fold up and die a~ t~ey
have in the past, but this is a
different Wildcat ream from
those of the last few seasons.
They are playing with confidence and know they can beat
anyone in the league. And they
did just that.
The Cats continued to flounder throughout the end of the
period as the teams ended the
game tied at 2-2.
The Terriers continued their
pressure on Morrison in overtime, taking three quick sho_ts
on the New Hampshire goalie.
The 'Cats did not even have a
shot on net until 3:56 of overtime when Winnes scored the
game winner, a shot from the
left face off circie in front of
Fish. Aiken assisted on the goal.
It was Winnes' second two goal
game of the season.
The 'Cats have won four of
their last six games and are
coming together as a unit. Their
next game is Friday night at
Snively, versus the University
of Maine. It is the first of a twogame home series again~t
UMaine. The second game is
Saturday night, with both games
starting at 7p.m.

By Ward D. Fraser
The men's hockey team is for
r ea l this ye ar ! The Wildcats
travelled to Walter Brown Arena Saturday night and came
home with a 3-2 overtime win
against the Boston University
Terriers.
It was the first win against
BU in the last seventeen tries.
UNH controlled the first two
periods of play, but then squandered a 2-0 lead in the third.
However, Chris Winnes ' goal,
a 20-foot blast, at 3:56 of
overtime preserved the victory
for UNH.
The 'Cats came out strong
against the home _ream, ~utshooring BU 14-8 rn the first
period. Both goalies were equal
to the task as the period ended
scoreless.
The teams skated fairly evenly throughout the first period.
New Hampshire's power play
continued to be ineffective,
going 0-2 in the opening stanza.
Both teams picked up the pace
in the second period as things
started to get rough. The 'Cats
continued to pressure BU goalie
Peter Fish, who finally folded
at 7:02 of the second when Chris
Winnes took a pass from Tim
Shields and beat Fish with a shot
from the top of the left circle.
Defenseman Kevin Dean also
assisted on the play.
UNH continued to control
the tempo of the second period
and their desire payed off again.
Kev in Dean passed to Dave
Aiken who fired a shot past Fish
,
at 13: 12 of the period.
Both teams continued to play
physical, fast-paced hockey. The
shots evened out somewhat,
with UNH goalie Pat Morrison
collecting five saves and Fish
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Full week end for skier s
By John Dubois
Over the weekend the UNH
ski teams travelled up to Pat's
Peak for some intense downhill
competition and the cross country teams headed to Holderness
Academy right outside of Plymouth.
These meets were NCAA
qualifying meets and there were
11 teams involved in the competition. Out of the 11 teams,
the women placed 5th overall
and the men placed 6th.
In a skiing meet there are two
basic events for both alpine and
cross-country. In the downhill
there is giant slalom and the
regular slalom. Cross-country
competition consists of ~he relay
and the individual 5 kilometer
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race.
The UNH women's downhill
results were as follows: Erin
Sullivan placed 14th and Kirstin
Burnap ended 26th after a fall
dropped her from 5th place.
Sophomore April Childs ended
up 29th. All of these results were
in the slalom.
In the giant slalom Jessie
McAleer finished 10th and
Sullivan finished 18th.
In the women's x-country,
senior Chris Philbrick ended up
at a respectable 4th artd _Mona
Deprey finished the day m 9th
place, only 15 seconds behind
the leaders. Newcomer Cathy
Thompson ended up 28th.
· In the relay event, the team
of Philbrick, De prey, and
Thompson finished 4th.
For the men in the slalom,

Phil Astrachan finished lOrn
and sophomore Kirt Semar
ended up 15th.
'In the giant slalom Ivar Dahl
was the leading 'Cat ending in
16th place. He was followed by
Semar and Astrachan in 18th
and 23rd respectively.
In men's cross-country freshman Pat Weaver ended up 17th
while Marc Gullison finished
23rd and Bjorn Danilleson took
24th.
In the relay, the team of
Danilleson, Bill Kimball and
Gullison finished 8th overall.
Coach Corey Schwartz hopes
to "get more people q1;1a1ttied
for the National meet bemg held
in Wyoming March 2-5 ."
The 'Cats will next see competition on February 3 and 4 in
Vermont.

Baske tball team
sneak s past NU
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Chris Winnes celebrates a goal in a recent UNH game. Winnes and the rest of the 'Cats had
alot to cheer about after his overtime goal stunned BU. (Paul J. Chalue photo)
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Two very important points fall through the hoop for the Lady Wildcats on their way to a
63-62 victory over Northeastern. (Ben Frazier photo)

By Naomi Elvove
After a 68-5-1 non-conference
loss to Dartmouth on Thursday
night, the UNH women's basketball team conquered Northeastern 63-62. The win puts
them one half game behind
Maine the current leader of the
Seabo~rd Conference. UNH' s
season record is now 10-7, and
their conference standing is 51.
In Thursday's game, Dartmouth relied on their height and
defense to overcome the Wildcats. They maintained a substantial lead throughout the game.
The first half finished with
Dartmouth leading 30-16. One
of the stars of the game for the
Wildcats was Julie Donlon
whose aggressive drives and
excellent court vision (six assists) stood out.
Junior Shelley Fitz was an
intense defensive force and

effective on the boards (six
rebounds) . Senior Co-captain
Kris Kinney was the high scorer
and rebounder of the game with
25 points, 14 rebounds and four
steals.
Saturday's game attracted the
largest . home crowd of the
season, and it was a game well
worth attending. Going into the
game tied for second in the
Seaboard Conference, UNH and
Northeastern were ready for a
battle.
The 'Cats trailed Northeastern through most of the first
half and were down 39-38 at
intermission.
However, the second half saw
UNH shoot out in the first five
minutes to a 48-41 lead.
Sophomore Michelle Brusseau
proved to be a key player in this
spurt with great passes and an

HOOPS p.23

